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AMERICAN NATIONAL ST1RlARD X3 .102 USER RFFERJH:E IWIJAL

N. B. seitz and De S. Grubb*

American ~lational standard X3.102 defines a set of 21 standard
parameters that provide a uniform means of specifying the
performance of data communication systems and services as seen by
users. rrbis report is basically an explanation and elaboration of
that standard. The report first outlines the benefits of using'the
standard from the viewpoint of· the end user, the communication
provider, and the communication manager. The report then
summarizes the standard's overall approach and content in informal,
non-technical terms. Finally, the report examines the meaning and
importance of each st~andard parameter in a series of tutorial
parameter descriptions. T,ypicalparameter values are present,ed and
their design implications are diseusseCL

1.1 Background

On February 22, 1983, the Board of Standards Review of the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI) voted to approve publication of American

National Standard (ANS) X3.102, "Data Communication Systems and Services:

Uset-Driented Performance Parameters." The purpcse of the standard is stated

in its opening paragraph:

Ifl ••• to establish a uniform means of specifying, assessin~~, and
comparing the performance of data communication systenls and
services from the point of view of the data communication user."

The essence of th~e ANS X3.102 approach is summed up in the phrase "from

the point of view of the data communication user.If The ANS X3.10:2 parameters

focus on user performance concerns rather than on enginee:ring design

considerations; and tlley describe end-to-end s~rvices rather than particular

transmission or switching facilities. Because they are user-oriented, the

parameters are also system independent--i.e., they may be applied to any

digital communication syste:m or .service, ir'respective of transmission medium,

network topology, or control protocol. This property makes thE~ parameters

useful in performance comparison, user requirements specificati()n, and top

down design.

*N. B. Seitz is with the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences, National
Telecommunications and Information Administration, u.s. Department of
Commerce, Boulder, a:~ 80303. D. S. Grubb is with the Institute for Computer
Sciences and Technology at the National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC
20234.



'!he X3.l02 standard was developed by the Data Communication Performance

Task Group, X3S35.That group had produced· two earlier data communication

performance standards, X3.44 (ANSI, 1974) andX3.7 9 (ANSI, 1980). These

standards differ from X3.102 primarily in their focus on particular

communication protocols.

American National Standard X3.102 evolved from an earlier standard,

Interim Federal Standard 1033 (GSA, 1979). That standard was developed under

the National Communications System's Federal Telecommunications Standards

Program (Bodson, 1978) and hasbee.n applied in several trial. Federal

procurements of packet-switched services (e.g., see EPA., 1980). Standard

X3.102 is similar in approach and content to Interim 1033 and is expected to

eventually replace it as a Federal Standard.

Substantial. progress has been made towards the development of standard

measurement methods for theANS X3.102 parameters. The National

Telecommunications and Information Administration's Institute for

Telecommunication Sciences (NrIA/ITS) has defined detailed measurement methods

for the Interim 1033 parameters in proposed Federal Standard 1043 (Seitz et

al., 1981a, 1981b). NTIA/ITS and the Institute for Computer Sciences and

Technology at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS/ICST) have verified and

demonstrated these methods via experimental measurements on the ARPANET

(Wortendyke et al., 1982). Task Group X3S35 is developing a proposed ANSI

measurement standard, X3S35/135, based on the 1043 model. The draft

measurement standard is expected to be completed early in 1984.

1 .• 2 Purpose arx1 SCope of Report

'!he purpose of this report is to encourage and facilitate use of American

National Standard X3.102 by providing an informal, nontechnical presentation

of its objectives and content. 'The report is divided into three major

sections. Section 2 outlines the benefits of using the standard from the

viewpoint of the end user, the communication provider, and the communication

manager. Section 3 summarizes the standard's overall approach and content.

Section 4 provides a tutorial essay on the meaning and importance of each

standard parameter. An annotated bibliography of technical reports and papers

dealing with related performance assessment issues is provided in Section 5.

The explanatory,~ user-oriented nature of this report necessarily imposes

limitations. The report takes the standard parameters as a given starting

point, and provides little discussion of how o~why they were selected.
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Appendix B of ANS X3el02 identifies some of the alternatives considered in

parameter selection. The report defines the standard parameters in an

informal, narrative style. More rigorous definitions are provided in the

standard itself. Finally, the report does not address the complex: subject .of

}?erformance measurement or related issues such as sampling strategy. '!bese

topics are being addressed in the measurement standard and in supporting

reports. As an exarnpl~, comprehensive procedures for sample size

determination have been defined in a series of ITS reports by Crow (1974,

1978, 1979), and Crow and Miles (1976a, 1976b, 1977).,

2. BmH'ITS (R usn«; AE X3.102

This section summarizes the benefits of using ANS X3.102 from three

points of view: end user, communication provider, and communication manager.

'!be section is divided into two parts. '!be first identifies a common problem

with traditional data communication procurement methods-the mixing of user

requirements analysis and system design. The second shows how the user

oriented performance parameters defined in ANS X3.102 can elinlinate that

problem and improve data cc.mmunication procurement by providing a system

inde}?endent framework for functional s}?ecification.

2.1 A CooDa1 Procurement Proolen

Communication ~stem specification involves two basic steps:

1. Specifying~ th,e system must do, in terms of a set (:>f required
functions and ~associated performance levels1

2. Specifying.hQtl the system will achieve these objectives, in terms of
specific components, interconnections, and operations.

The first step is called a "user requirements analysis." Properly conducted,

it is a careful examination ()f the user function the system must support. It

determines the relationship between communication performance and user

effectiveness, and thereby defines the objectives of system design. As an

example, communication dela:~{ would have vastly different impacts on the user

functions of inventory control and aircraft position reporting, and the user

requirements in the two cases would differ aC90rdingly. The output of the

requirements analysis step is called a "functional s}?ecification" to emphasize

the fact that it defines what is needed, but not how the need is to be- met.
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The second step in the system specification process is the detailed

system design. In this step, the designer postulates various ways a system

could be constructed to meet the user requirements and evaluates each·· relative

to defined constraints. As anexarnple, a specified delay requirement might ·be

satisfied by a dedicated communiCation link with a relatively low transmission

rate, by apa.cket switching network with a higher rate, or, conceiVably, bya

totally nontelecommunications solution such as express mail. The output of

the system design step is called a "design specification" to emphasize its

focus on how a previously stated need is to be met. In sum, the functional

specification defines the required service; the design specification defines

the pyetem that provides that service.

A common problem with traditional data communication procurement methods

is that they do not clearly distinguish between these two specification steps.

As an example, existing Federal Property Management RegUlations require that

Federal agencies conduct a comprehensive "data communication study" before

procuring data communication services (GSA, 1978). The required study .output

is Ita written report detailing the data communications system which most

economically and effectively satisfies the requirements of the proposed data

processingsystem"--i.• e., a detailed data communication system design. No

intermediate functional specification is required or even suggested.

Such procurement methods tend to place the major responsibility for

communication system design on the users, with unfavorable consequences for

all participants. To most users, data communication is an "information

transportation" ·service to be employed, like the mail, in moving· information

from one work place to another. Users have little interest in how information

is physically moved; their concerns are with the ultimate performance and cost

of the service. They feel, quite reasonably, that they should not have to

understand how to design a system in order to use it.

Provider dissatisfaction with user design is just as strong. To a

provider, the existence of a preconceived user design ina procurement

specification means two things: (1) the provider's opportunity to choose the

most efficient, economical method of meeting the user need has been usurped;

and (2) the provider may have been precluded from seeking the user's business

altogether if the products or services of a competitor have been specified.

Most users have relatively little communication expertise, and their design

sJ:)ecifications may be incomplete or misleading. Such specifications increase

provider uncertainty and financial risk. Poorly prepared design
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specifications can also recluce provider revenue by delaying· the installation
and productive use of new services.

The communication manager operates as a broker between a group of users
who require communication service and one or more providers who supply them.

Communication managers are charged with two general responsibilities: (1)
meet the communication needs of users at the lowest possible cost, and'(2)

ensure that communication procurements are conducted in accordance with
organizational' policy guidelines (e.g_, maximum Federal reliance on the
private sector).

Both communication management responsibilities are frustrated by a
concentration of system design responsibility in user organizations. As
documented in GAO (1977), user-developed designs tend to be costly, brute
force approaches--e.g., dedicated lines. Faced with the complex task of
designing a communication E¥stern, users may give insufficient attention to the
requirements analysis ste:p, with the result that the procured system has

little relati~nship to actual needse Even when users are capable of efficient
design, they are often not in a position to assess the economies of scale that

might be realized by sharing transmission and switching resources with other
user groups. Once a user group has committed itself to a particular system
design, that design become~s the basis of discussion with the communication

manager, with the result that little consideration may be gi"en to other
design alternatives or organizational policy guidelines.

To summarize, the absence of a clear distinction between user
requirements specification and system design is detrimental to all
participants in data communication procurement. Users are bllrdened with

design responsibilities they are often unwilling or ill-equipped to fulfill.
Providers may be denied the opportunity to compete in new data communication

markets. Communication managers are unable to realize potential improvements
in communication performance and econoID¥. Substantial inefficiencies in the
procurement and use of data communication services and equipment are the
result.

2.2 ANS X3 .102 as a Frame.-.vork for Functional Specification

Figure 1 contrasts the traditional data communication procurement

approach with a more effective functional approach. In the traditional
approach, Figure la, the user requirements analysis and the system design are

undifferentiated elements of an overall "data communication study." This
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approach encourages a mJ.xJ.llg of "what" with "how," ·and often results in poor

delineation of the user requirements, limited provider competition, and an

inefficient, costly design. In the functional approach, Figure lb, the user

requirements analysis and the system design are clearly distinguished as

separate, consecutive studies. This approach encourages mc:>re precise

definition of the user requirements, facilitates providercompe1tition, and

often leads toa more cost effective design.

The key element that makes this separation possible is the

fuoctiQoal specificatiQn: a precise statement of both user· requirements and

system design objectives expressed in system-independent terms. The

functional specification must be comprehensive to ensure that any conforming

system fully meets the user needs, but must not limit provider options by

presupposing a particUlar design.

Functional specification of data communication services has been

difficult in the past because of the lack of user-oriented, system-independent

performance ,:jescriptors. American National Standard X3.102 provides such

descriptors--in essence, a common language for relating the performance needs

of end users with the capabilities of supplier systems. The standard will

benefit users of data commurllication service in two ways:

1. By relieving them of a burdensome responsibility for communication
system design. Users will be enabled and encouraged to regard data
communication as an information transportation service--their natural
inclination in the first place.

2. By allowing them to define their data communication needs more
precisely. '!he X3.102 parameters will enable users to pinpoint the
specific impacts of communication performance on their own
operations, thereby minimizing procurement uncertainty and the risk
of costly mistakes. .

The standard may also assist users in evaluating the productivity improvement

potential of proposed da~ c~:>rnmunication enhancements.

American National Standard X3.102 will benefit data communication

providers in three direct ways:l

lThe discussion assumes pr~:>vider design responsibility. Similar benefits
accrue when communication managers are responsible for design, as long as a
syst~independent, functional specification is developed.
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1. By enlarging the communication provider's .participation in the .design
process. Under a functional procurement approach, the provider,
rather than the user, determines the best way of meeting a stated
communication need.

2. By offering a uniform method of specifying service performance.
Providers will be able to develop a single basic performance
specification .applicable to many potential users.

3. By maximizing their opportunity to compete for user business.
Expanded use of functional specifications in communication
procure~ent will prevent the arbitrary exclusion of qualified
bidders.

Use of the standard will also be!}efit data communication providers in'an

indirect way, by improving their ability to assess· existing or proposed new

services from an end user {)ers{)ective.

American National Standard X3.102 will assist communication managers in

discharging both their user service and policy implementation

responsibilities. To efficiently meet a user's data communication needs, the

communication manager clearly must understand those needs--adifficult task if

all discussion with the user is focused on a preconceived design. Similarly,

implementing organizational procurement·policies requires a certain authority

over procu~ement decisions--and that authority must be exercised before the

key design decisions are made. '!be X3.l02 standard should be useful in three

distinct phases of communication management: requirements specification,

service acquisition, and service {)erformance evaluation. '!be standard will be

partiCUlarly useful to communication managers in matching end user

requirements with offered ~sterns and services.

All of these benefits are a result of the standard's ·"cornmon denominator"

pro{)erty.

3. CJVER'IIEW <F '!BE~

This section summarizes the objectives and content of ANS X3.102. The

section is divided into two parts. The first describes three performance

description problems that influenced development of the standard. The second

summarizes the overall approach used in defining the .ANS X3.102 parameters and

solving these problems. The 21 ANS X3.102 parameters are shown on Table 1.

Refer to the standard and its supporting reports for further details.

·2This is true of equipment providers as well as service providers, since
sUbsystems can also be specified in functional terms.
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SERVICE PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION

Part A - Primary Parameters

1 Access 'T' alme Seconds" • ' -----....
2. Incorrect Access Probability ----
3. Access Denial Probability ---
4. Access Outage Probability '$ •••••••••••••••• - _

5. Bit Error Probability..... II ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _._

6. Bit Misdelivery Probability _
7. Bit Loss Probability ' ----
8. Extra Bit Probability 0 •••• -_-

*

*

*

*
*
*

*

9" Block Transfer Time Cl •••••••• \I •••••••••••••••••••• --- Seconds
*
*
*

*

16. Disengagement Denial Probability _

17. Transfer Denial Prob~bility _

Part B - Anci lIary Parameters

18. User Fraction of Access Time _
19. User Fraction of Block Transfer Time _
20. User Fraction of Sample Input/Output Time _
21. User Fraction of Disengagement Time _

*Note: The probabilities and user performance time fractions are
dimensionless numbers between zero and one.

Table 1. Summary of ANS X3.102 Parameters
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3.1 Performance .. Description Proolems

Development of ANS X3.l02 required the solution of three fundamental

performance description problems: system dependence, definitional precision,

and user performance delay. Each proble.m is discussed and illustrated below.

3.1.1 System Dependence

System dependence is that property of< a performance parameter's

definition that specializes (and restricts) its application to systems with

particular design features. System-dependent {:arameters can be very useful to

providers in design optimization, but they frustrate performance comparison

and are thus undesirable in a user-oriented standard. A major challenge in

developing ANS X3.102 was to avoid basing the parameter definitions on system

design assumptions--e.g., a partiCUlar network topology or protocol

architecture.

A good insight into the proolem of system dependence can be obtained by

considering the differences between traditional circuit-switched and· message

switched networks. Figure 2a shows a simple network topology that might

represent either. In a traditional circuit-switched network, an end...to-end

path or c~i.rcuit is established between users prior to the start of user

information transfer (Figure 2b). '!he individual links that comprise the end

to-end circuit are allocated to that p:irticular user pair for the duration of

the connection, independent of usage; all links are used simultaneously during

transfer. A familiar example is the public voice telephone network.

In a traditional message-switched network, no end-to-end circuit is

established prior to the start of user information transfer (Figure2c).

Instead, the user message is forwarded through the network link by link, and

the entire message is· stored for some time at each intermediate node.

Individual links are allocated to a partiCUlar user only during actual

transmission of that user's message. At all other times, the link. may support

other users. The General Services Administration's Automatic Record System

(ARB) is one example of such a network.

One parameter that is commonly used in expressing the performance of

circuit-switched networks is the Tirneto Receipt of Audible Ringing--the

elapsed time from the end of dialing to the start of ringing (Figure 2b) .No

counterpart to this parameter is possible in message-switched systems. In

such ~stems, the function of switching is performed by interpretation of the

10
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message heading at each .ncx:le, rather than by pre-transmission signaling. '!he

interface events associated with dialing and ringing are just not applicable.

Clearly, a user wishing to compare the :performance of circuit-switched

and message-switched services cannot do so in terms of Time to Receipt of

Audible Ringing. Other, system-independent descriptors of performance are

required. The absence of such system-inde:pendent :performance descriptors has

been a major difficulty with performance comparison in the p:lst.

3.1.2-Definitional Precision

The second ~rformance description problem encountered in developingANS

X3.102was the problem of definitional precision. A review of candidate

parameter definitions revealed that many left major decisions open to user

interpretation. The result, of course, is a potential for differences of

opinion about the parameter values. The intended use of ANS X3.l02 in

performance comparison required that it eliminate most, if not all, such

ant>iguities.
As an example of the precls~on problem, consider the familiar accuracy

parameter Bit Error Probability (Figure 3). '!his parameter is often described

as the number of bits in error divided by the number of bits transmitted, with

no mention of whether (or how) bits lost in transmission should be counted.

Two obvious choices, both consistent with the narrative definition, would be

{I} to count lost bits and received incorrect bits in calculating Bit Error

Prooability, and (2) to considered only received incorrect bits in calculating

Bit Error Probability.

This ambiguity can have a substantial effect on measured parameter

values. Assume that of a million (106) bits transmitted during a test, a

thousand (103) are lost and a hundred (102) are inverted in transmission. '!he

measured Bit Error Probability values under the two choices are 1.1 x 10-3 and

10-4_-an order of magnitude error in interpreting the meaning of a narrative

parameter definition! Data loss is actUally more common than data error in

many services (e.g., see AT&T, 1971; wortendyke et al., 1982).

3.1.3 User Delay

The third performance description problem encountered in developing ANS

X3.l02 was the problem of user delay. In most cases, the communication

process involves a sequence of interactions between the users and the system.

'!he observed :performance is therefore influenced by user performance as well

12
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as system performance. There is an obvious problem in employing user

dependent parameters in specifying the required performance of the system: the

service provider has no control .over user performance and thus cannot ensure

that user-deI;>endent parameter values will be met.

Telepho.ne circuit establishment provides a simple example of the user

delay problem (Figure 4). In placing a call, a typical telephone user is

concerned with how soon conversation can begin, i.e., the total delay between

his off-hook action. and the called party's answer. The performance pa.rameter

Access Time.describes this delay; but its value depends on the users' speed in

dialing and answering a.s well as the system's speed in signaling and

switching.

Common carriers have traditionally avoided the user delay problem by

specifying parameters that describe unilateral system performance. Examples

are Dial Tone Delay (the time from off....hook to dial tone) and Time to Receipt

of Audible Ringing (the time from the end of dialing until the calling party

hears ringing). Unfortunately, such parameters have three major disadvantages

from the user point of view. First, they are system dependent (as noted

above) .Se.cond, they often do not answer the questions of major concern to

users. As an example, a user wishing access to a remote computer data .base is

concerned <with the total access delay, including the response time of the

remote computer, rather than with the particular delay components under

network provider control.3 Finally, they do not reflect differences in the

"functional burden" placed on the users by otherwise equivalent services. For

example, if one service requires seven-digit dialing, while another permits

abbreviated dialing with only three digits, the effect on the user delay is

considerable.

In general, then, it appears that user-oriented performance

s}?ecifications must consider both total (observed) delays and their user and

system components. A method of distinguishing user and system delays is

described below as one element of the ANS X3.l02 approach.

3providers must also consider total delay in network design. As an example,
dial receivers in a circuit s~itch are shared between lines, and the number
required depends on the user's signalling rate.

14
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3.2 ANS X3 .102 Approach

Figure 5 summarizes the overall approach used by ANSI Task GroupX3S35 in

developing the ANS X3.102 performance p:lrameters. The p:lrameter development

process consisted of four major .steps:

1. Model .DeyelQPment .• . Existing and proposed data communication services
were reviewed and certain universal performance characteristics
shared by all were identified. These characteristics were
consolidated in a simple, user--oriented model which provided a
system--independentbasis for the performance p:lrameter definitions.

2. Function .Oefinition. Three primary communication functions were
selected and defined on the basis of the user--oriented model. These
functions (access, user information transfer , and disengagement)
provided a specific focus for the performance description· effort.

3• OUtcome DefinitioD.. Each primary function was analyzed to determine
the possible outcomes an individual trial performance might
encounter. Possible outcomes were grouped into three general
categories: successful performance, incorrect performance, and
nonperformance. These categories correspond to the three general
performance concerns most frequently expressed by end users: speed,
accu.racy, and reliability.

4. :earametex: ·SelectiQO. Each primary function was considered relative
to each performance outcome in matrix fashion. One· or more specific
parameters were selected to represent performance. relative to each
function/outcome pair. Parameters were selected on the basis of
expressed user interest. These parameters consisted of
probabilities, waiting times, and time rates. The matrix approach
ensured that no significant aspect of data communication performance
would be overlooked in the parameter selection process.

The following subsections describe the results of these steps in more detail.

3.2.1 Model DevelOptent

In order to describe data communication performance as seen by the end

user, it is necessary to develo~ a user~oriented view of the data,
communication process. What is the nature of the interface between an end

user and a data communication system? How is information transferred across

such interfaces? How can the ·process of data communication.OO "described in a

way that is meaningful and familiar to the end user,but not restricted to a

partiCUlar ~ of interface or a particular interaction sequence? These are

questions ANSX3.l02 answers with the aid of a user-oriented model of the data

communication process.

The model described in ANSX3.l02 defines the end user of a data

communication system or service as one of the following types of entities:

16
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1. The human operator of a data terminal.

2. A computer application program that processes communicated
information.

An example of the first type of end user is a person operating an

automated banking terminal. '!he terminal converts inforroationfrom a form that

is meaningful to the user into transmittable form (e.g., encooed binary bits)

and vice versa (e.,g.,displaying received characters on a CRT) • In all cases

where the end user is a human operating a terminal, the end-to....end data

communication system is defined to include the data terminal and all elements

of the information transfer channel on its lineside. The user/system

interface then corresponds to the physical inte.rface between the operator and

the terminal.

Examples of the second type of end user are a FORTRAN program which

calculates payroll information based on employee records stored in a remote

database, and the remote data base management program that provide.s the

employee records. Such programs typically interact with a data communications

"front end," which may be implemented either in the same (host) computer or in

a separate hardware device.· '!he host computer's operating system is viewed as

. part oftheend-to-end data communication syste<m in most cases, since user

programs typically can only access network resources via operating system

support. The user/system interface then corresponds to the functional

interface between ·the application program and the operating system.

Either a human operator or an application program may use data recording

media in transferring information to or receiving information from a system.

'lYPical media used by terminal operators are punched cards, magnetic stripe

cards, punched paper tape, and typewritten or printed pages. Typical media

used by, application programs are magnetic type and magnetic disks. In all

cases where such data media are employed, they are associated with the user

rather than with the system. The user/system interface is defined to include

the medium/terminal interface in such cases. four .. basic types of user/system

interfaces are thus defined: (1) basic operator interface, (2) operator

interface (with associated data medium), (3) basic application program

interface, and (4) application program interface (with associated data

medium). These are illustrated in Figure 6.

The definitions just described place the end user interfaces well ·outside

the traditional DTE/DCE (Data Terminal Equipment/Data Circuit-terminating

Equipment) or "computer/communications" boundaries. This viewpoint is
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essential in a user-oriented· standard, since mode:r;n terminals·· and high-level

protocols perform communication functions (such as error control, flow

control, and virtual circuit establishment) that have a profound effect on

end-to-end performance. One modern data communication network whose end· user

interfaces are defined in this way is IBM 1s Systems Network Architecture

(McFadyen, 1976).

Information can be transmitted across the ·user/system interface in a

variety of ways. '!YPical· interactions· at the .operator/terminal interface . are

manual keystrokes on a terminal keyboard and the printing or displaying of

received characters. Typical interactions at the application

program/operating system interface are operating system calls and the exchange

of application program data. Typical interactions at a medium/terminal

interface are the reading and writing of information on punched cards,

magnetic disks, and· magnetic tapes. When the user/system interface is within

a computer, information transfers can occur either by ·physical movement of the

inform·ation (e.g., between buffers) or by transfer of right of access to the

information (i.e., buffer "ownership").

All of the user/system interactions just described are examples of what

the standard calls "interface events." An interface event is any discrete

transfe;[ of user or overhead information across a user/system interface.

User information includes all information intended to cross both user/system

interfaces. All other information (e.g., ENQ, ACK, and SYN characters, off

hook and on-hook signals) is overhead information.

In any description of performance, certain key interface events are

identified as events to be counted, timed, or compared in calculating

performance parameter values. As noted earlier, most existing standards and

specifications identify such key events by reference to particular system

specific signals. The ANS X3.102 model departs from this approach by defining

the performance parameters in terms of more general, system-independent

reference events. Each PNS X3.102 reference event is a "generic event" which

subsumes many system-specific interface events having a common performance

significance; and each is defined in such a way that it can always be

identified, if it occurs, in any particular data communication session. The

reference events collectively specify all information needed to describe

performance in a comprehensive, user-oriented way.

An example will help to clarify the relationship between ~stem-specific

interface events and the associated reference events. A user's action in
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lifting a telephone handset off-hook transfers one bit of overhead information

(the new hookswitch position) from the user to the system. This system

specific interface event corresponds to the X3.102 reference event "access

request." ~e same reference event might be generated by a completely

different interface event i,n another system: an example is issuance of a

"connect" system call in the ARPA network.

A second example of a system-independent reference event defined in

X3.102 is "start of block transfer." Suchan event must obviously be

identified to define performance parameters such as Block Transfer Time. In

order to define that event, one must clearly identify (1) what is meant by a

"block,l' and (2) when the transfer of a block between users should be regarded

as "started." Standard X3.l02 defines a user information block as a

contiguous group of user information bits delimited at a source user/system
. -'~~~

interface for transfer to a destination user as a unit. The transfer of a

block is said to have started when two conditions have been met:

1. 'I'he user information contained in the block is physically pres~nt

within the system facility.

2. The system has been authorized to deliver .the block to the
destination user.

The latter criterion (authorization) is the most natural way to establish the

block boundaries as well; i.e. , authorizing delivery of a giv~nunit of

information identifies that unit as an ANS X3.l02 block. Authoriz~tionmay

either be an explicit user a,ction (e.g., typing Carriage Return at" a, buffered

CRT terminal) or an implicit part of entering the user informatic;'T' tt~elf.

(e.g., typing a;single character at an asynchronous terminal). ~.--.~

Given the above definitions, the nature of the ~formation l~lit called a

"block" and the physical events associated with block transf~~r will diffe~

from one system to another. Nevertheless, in every system ~~ specific

information unit can be identified as an ANS X3.102 block, and ,the start of

transfer. of that unit can be determined, using the above criteria. Hence, the ~

reference event start of block transfer can always be identifi~ "A simil.~r'·~
approach is used in definin,g the other user information transfer reference

events. A complete list of' the ANS X3.102 reference events is provided in

Appendix C of the standard.

In describing the-objectives of the ANS X3.102 data communication process

model, we raised two questions that have not been explicitly answered as yet:
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1. How can the process of telecommunication be described in a way that
is meaningful and familiar to the end user, and yet ·not restricted· .to
a p:lrticular type of interface or interaction sequence?

2. How should the performance pclrameter definitions be related to· such a
description?

We are now in a positio.n to answer these questions. Standard X3.102

represents the data communication process as achroOQlosi.c;alsequence .·of

reference. eyenta, each specifying the time of occurrence and performance

significance of an associated user or overhead information trans.fer. The

performance parameter definitions are based on the reference events. This

makes the pclrameters system-independent, and therefore universally applicable.

Although the ANS X3.102 performance model was developed primarily to

represent end-to-end seryices, it is not restricted to such applications--any

digital telecommunication process can be represented as a chronological

sequence of reference events. In order to apply the model (and therefore the

standard) to a digital subsystem, it is only necessary to (1) define the

interfaces of interest, (2) identify the specific events occurring at these

interfaces, and (3) associate each specific interface event with a

corr-esponding model reference event. The ANS X3.102 parameters can then be

appl:ied directly to the subsystem, since the parameter definitions are all

based on the reference events.

Figure 7 illustrates a possible sUbsystem application. In this

application, the subsystem interface is placed at the DTE/DCE physical

interface; and the operator and terminal are regarded as an "aggregate user"

of the information transfer channel. Such applications can be useful in

allocating end~to-endperformanceobjectives to ~stem components and services

and, conversely, in determining the impclct of subsystem choices on end-to-end

performance.

3.2.2 Function· Definition

Performance has little meaning as an isolated concept. To be usefUl, a

description of performance must be clearly rela.ted to some partiCUlar

function. The second step in developing the ANS X3.102 parameters was to

define a set of specific data communication functions to be used as the focus

of the performance description effor~

The three prima~ data communication functions addressed in the standard

are defined in terms of general reference events as follows.
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The acceaafunct.ion· begins upon issuance of .. an. "access request"
signal or its implied equivalent at the interface between a user
and the data communication system. It ends when the first bit of
source user information is input to the system (after connection
establishment in connection-oriented services). It includes all
activities traditionally associated with physical circuit
establishment (e.g., dialing, switching, and ringing) as well as
any activities performed at higher protocol levels (e.g., X.25
virtual circuit' establishment).

Making the end of access coincident with the start of input of user

information to the system reflects the user view that no data communication

service has actually been provided until user information begins to flow.

Note, however, that the end of access is defined to occur when the first user

information unit is input to the system, even though actual transmission of

that unit may not begin until a subsequent "transmission authorization" is

issued by the source user. Data input and transmission authorization are

coincident in many systems, but may be separated by a substantial time

interval in systems that provide input buffering (e.g., the CClrrr X.28editing

buffeI).

The uaerinformationtranefer·fUDctiQobegins when the access
function ends. '!he user information transfer function ends when the
la:st "disengagement request" in a particular data communication
session is issued. It includes all formatting, transmission,
storage, error control, and media conversion activities performed
between start of transfer and completion of delivery, including any
needed retransmissions within the ~stem.

Two more specific user information transfer functions are defined to

provide a more comprehensive description of performance: the bit transfer

function and the block transfer function. Each function begins when the

specified user information unit (bit or block) has been input to the system

and the system has been authorized to deliver it. Each function ends when the

specified user information unit is actUally delivered to the destination user

(with appropriate notification of that user where required). '!he ANS X3.102

meaning of the term "block" has been described earlier (Section 3.2.1).

There is a diaengagement function associated with each pa.rticipant
in a data communication session. Each disengagement function ,
begins on issuance of a "disengagement request". '!be disengagement
function ends, for each user, when (1) disengagement has been
requested for that user; and (2) that user is able to initiate a
new access attempt. Disengagement includes both physical circuit
disconnection (where required) and higher-level protocol
termination activities such as X.25 virtual circuit clearing.
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Depending on ~stemcharacteristics, the disengagement request for an end

user may be issued by that end user, by the other user participating in th·e

data communication session, or by the system. lifost data communication systems

notify the end user that a new access can be initiated by issuing an explicit

"disengagement confirmati4:>n" signal. In cases where no such notification is

provided in the interface prc:>tocol, the user may issue a new access request to

confirm successful disengagemen~

The terms "access request," disengagement request," and "disengagement

confirmation" are general descriptors of purpose rather than particular

interface signals. Ani access request is any interface signal issued for the

purpose of initiating a data communication session. Examples are the "off

hook" signal in the public telephone network, the "open request" in the

ARPANET, and "open destination" (OPNDST) VTAM macro in mM's Systems Network

Architecture (SNA).

A disengagement request is any interface signal issued for the purpose of

terminating an entity's participation in a data communication session. The

disengagement request signals corresponding to the three access request

signals just cited are the "on hook" signal in the public telephone net:work,

the "close request" signal in the ARPANET, and the "close 'destination"

(CLSDST) macro in SNA.

A disengagernentconfirmation signal is issued for the purpose of

confirming termination of ca data communication session. In the case of the

ARPANET and SNA, disengagement confirmation is indicated by an explicit

interface signal (a "close complete" response). In the public swit<?hed

telephone network, diser!gagement cOIl~irmation is an implied event that must be

verified by a SUbsequent user access request (i.e., going "off-hook" and

checking for the dial· tone).

The bit transfer and block transfer functions defined above each serve a

distinct purpose in the description of user information transfer performance.

The bit transfer function flllfills the need for a common basis for comparing

services having different c:haracteristic block lengths. The block transfer

function describes performance in terms of the information unit that is

normally most relevant to tile user.

An important characteristic of the primary communicatic:>n functions

defined in ANS X3.l02 is that they are user dependent; i.e., their successful

completion depends, in general, on events that must be produced py a user. As

noted earlier, there isa problem in using parameters based on such functions
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to describe required system performance: the supplier has no control over

us~rperformance, and hence cannot ensure that user dependent parameter values

will be met. Standard X3.102 overcomes this problem by explicitly describing

the influence of user delay on the primary parameter values by means of

separate "ancillary" parameters. The definition and use of thesepararneters

is described in Section 3.2.5.

3.2.3 CQtcome Definition

In defining performance t:arameters for a function,. there isa •clear··· need

to identify the possible outcomes (or end results) that might occur on any

given performance of the function. The third step in developing the ANS X3.102

parameters was to define such a set of possible outcomes for each of the

primary data communication functions. These possible outcomes can be grouped

into three general categories:

1. SuccesefulPerformance. The function is completed within.a specified
maximurg :Performance time, and the result ~or output is exactly w.hat
was intended. A familiar example is successful connection to the
correct called party in a voice telephone call.

2. Incottect Petforma,nce. The function is completed within the
specified maximum performance time, but the result or output is
somehow different from what was intended. A familiar example is
connection to a "wrong number" (as a result of a system switching
error) in a voice telephone call.

3. Nooperformance. The function is not completed within a specified
maximum performance time. A familiar example is the blocking of a
voice telephone call attempt by the system (as indicated by a
"circuit busy" signal).

These three outcome categories are significant because they correspond very

closely with the three basic performance concerns most frequently expressed by

data communication users. Successful performance is associated with the user's

concern with speed (delay or rate). Incorrect performance is associated with a

user concern with accuracy. Nonperformance is associated with a user concern

with reliability. Standard X3.102 uses these three general performance

criteria as an overall framework for organizing the primary parameters.

The X3.l02 standard divides the incorrect performance and nonperformance

outcome categories into more detailed outcomes to enable the definition of

more specific performance measures. In general, system outputs produced

during the ~rformance of a function can be incorrect in three ways: they may

be incorrect in content; they may occur at an incorrect location; or· they may
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include duplicate or other tmrequested (extra) information. Failu,re to produce

the eX}?ected output of a fUl"lction can be the result of either system or user

nonperformance. Thus, ANS X3.l02 distinguishes six possible outcomes of an

individual trial }?erformance' of a ~ical prima~ function:

1. Succeasful. Performance. The expected output occurs and is correct in
both location and content.

2. COntent Error. The ex}?ected output occurs at the corriect location,
but is incorrect in content.

3• Location Ez;rOt. Th,e expected output occurs at. an incorrect location.

4. Extra Event. An extra (unwanted) output occurs in addition to that
expected.

5. System Nonperformance. The expected output does not occur within the
maximum performance time. This may occur either as a result of the
system issuing a blocking (busy) signal or due to excessive delay by
the system.

6. USer. NQnperfQrmance. The expected output does not occur within the
maximum performance time. This may occur either as a resul t of the
user issuing a blocking (busy) signal or due to excessive delay by
the user.

Outcome "sample spaces" for the primary functions were defined by

selecting pertinent outcomes from the above list and specializing their

meaning for each function. Figure 8 shows how this was done in the case of the

access function. The standard defines five possible access outcomes:

Successful Access, Incorrect Access, Access Denial, Access Outage, and User

Blocking.

successful Access is the case where user information transfer is
initiated as intended within the specified maximum access time.

Incorrect Access is the case where transfer is initiated within th,e
maximum time, but the information transfer is to a user other than the
one intended by the originator.

Access Denial is the case where an access attempt fails as a result of
either the issuance of a blocking signal or excessive delay by the
system.

Access OUtage corresponds to the case of a "dead" system. It is defined
to occur when the system fails to issue any active interface signal
during the access attempt.
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User Blocking is the case where an access attempt fails as a resuJ. t of
either the issuance of a blocking signal or excessive delay by a user.
User blocking outcomes are excluded in defining the access parameters.

Note that the Content Error and Extra Event outcomes are not applicable

in the case of the access function, since such errors w~ll result in either

Incorrect Access or Access: Denial. Note also that two separate system

nonperformance outcomes were distinguished in defining the access parameters:

Access Denial and Access O~tage. '!he reason for distinguishing these outcomes

was that the appropriate user actions in the two cases differ. In the case of

Access Denial, a user can often get service by simply reattempting acce.ss. In

the case of Access Outage, maintenance action is often required.

'!he public switched telephone network. provides .familiar examples of these

access failure outcomes. Incorrect Access is the case of a "wrong number"

caused by a system switchin~g error. Access Denial is ind~cated by the high

repetition "circuit busy" tone. User Blocking is indicated by the low

repeti tion "user busy" tone. Access Outage is indicated by the absence of

dial tone for an extended period.

Figure 9 shows the possible outcomes the standard defines f'or the block

transfer function.

succesefulBlock Tx:ansfer is the case where a transmitted block is
delivered to the intended destination within a specified maximum block
transfer time, and the delivered block is completely correct in content.

Extra BlOCk is the case where the system delivers to a destination a
block that was not output by the source. Extra blocks may be duplicates
of blocks previously sent by the source, or may be blocks generated by
the ~stem. Misdelivered Blocks will be counted as Extra Blocks unless a
separate misdelivery detection procedure is invoked.

Incotrect Slock is the case where a transmitted block is delivered to the
intended destination, but the delivered block contains one' or more bit
errors, additions or deletions.

Misdelivered alack is the case where the transmitted block is delivered
to a destination other than the one intended by the source. The block may
be either correct or incorrect in content.

Loet Block is the case where a transmitted block is not delivered to the
intended destination within the maximum block transfer time, and the
failure is attributable to the ~stern.

Refused Block is the ca,se where a transmitted block is not delivered to
the intended destination within the maximum block transfer time, and the
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failure is attributable to a user. 4 Refused Blocks are excluded in
defining the user inforlTlation transfer parameters.

The standard defines the bit transfer outcomes in a similar manner.
Figure 10 shows the t:)ossible outcomes ANS X3.102 defines for the

disengagement functio~

Su<;cessfulDisengagement is defined to occur when the disengaging user is
freed to initiate a new data communication session within the specified
maximum disengagement time. As noted earlier, this outcome is often
indicated by an explicit disengagement confirmation signal issue by the
system. If the system does not provide a disengagement confirmation
signal, the user may lconfirm Successful Disengagement by making a
subsequent access request.

Disengagement penial is the case where the disengaging user is not freed
to initiate a new sessi.on within the specified maximum disengagement
time, and the failure is attributable to the ~stem.

User Disengagement BIQCking is the case where the disengaging user is {not
freed to initiate a new session within the specified maximum
disengagement time, and the failure is attributable to a user. User
Disengagement Blocking outcomes are excluded in defining the
disengagement parameters.

Note that the content error, location error, and extra event outcomes are not

applicable to the disengagement function.

Figure 11 summarizes the possible outcomes ANSX3.102 <lefines' for each of
the primary functions. Specific examples of each outcome are presented in
Section 4.

3.2.4 Parameter selection

The final step in developing the parameters was to select and define a
minimum set of parameters to describe performance relative to each function

and outcome. Figure 12 shows how this was done in the case of the access
function. Access performance -was described in t.erms of four specific
measures:

Access Time is the average value of elapse time between the start of an
access attempt and Successful Access. Elapsed time values are calculated
only on access attempts that result in Successful Access.

Incorrect Access Probability is the ratio of total access a"tternpts that
resul t in Incorrect Access to total access attempts in an access
performance sample (excluding User Blocking outcomes).

4Adestination user might "refuse" a block, for example, by exercising flow
control.
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Figure l({l. Disengagenent outCOIreS.
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Access Denial. Probability is the ratio of total access attempts that
result in Access Denial to total access attempts in an access performance
sample (excluding User Blocking outcomes).

Acceea Qutage Probability is the ratio of total access attempts that
result in Access Outage to total access attempts in an access performance
sample (excluding User Blocking outcomes).

A key aspect of the ANS X3.102 parameter definitions is their expression

in mathematical form. As noted earlier, this approach eliminates the ambiguity

often associated with purely narrative parameter definitions, and also

provides a standard procedure for calculating the parameter values. The

mathematical parameter definitions are based, in each case, on the concept of

an access performance sarnple....-that is, a large number of successive access

attempts distributed in appropriate outcome categories or "bins".

Values for the access parameters are calculated from the data recorded

during a series of access a,ttempts as shown in Figure 12. The value of the

speed parameter Access Time is ;calculated by adding the individual elapsed

times (Wi) for all As Successful Access outcomes and dividing' by As. The

value of the accuracy.parameter Incorrect Access Probability is calculated by

dividing the total number of Incorrect Access outcomes (Am) by the total

number of access outcomes in the reduced sample, excluding User Blocking

outcomes--i.e., dividing Am by (~ + At + Ao + Am). Similarly, the values of

the reliability parameters Access Denial Probability and Access Outage

Probability are calculated by dividing the appropriate failure outcome (AR. or

Ao) by the total number of access trials in the reduced sample (Ag + A1 + Ao
+ Am). User Blocking outcomes are excluded in calculating the access failure

probabilities to ensure the comparability of values measured under different

usage conditions.

The preceding descriptions have referred to a "maximum access time"

beyond which an access at,tempt is declared a failure for performance

assessment pu~ses. To ensure comparability, ANS X3.102 defines a fixed value

for this timeout point--three times the Access Time specified for the service.

Thus, a timeout is declared whenever the observed access delay exceeds three

times the value the user expects on a typical access attempt. Note that this

timeout constant has significance only .in the assessment of performance-

access attempts that extend beyond the timeout point need not be abandoned in

actual usage. Note also tha't additional characteristics of the Access Time

distribution (e.g., the variance or the 9S-percent points) may also be of

interest in some situations.
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The same· general approach used in the .accessc.ase was followed· in

selecting and defining performance parameters for the user information

transfer and disengagement functions. A separate probability·pa.rameter was

defined to express the likelihood of each possible failure outcome. An
"average elapsed time" parameter was defined, in each case, to express the

delay associated withsllccessful performance. Two additional pa.rameters were

defined to express user information transfer performance with respect to

"throughput" and "availability." The selected primary parameters are

summarized in Section 3.2.6.

3.2.5 Ancillaxy Parameters

As discussed earlier, the primary ANS X3.102 parameters are

user ge~engeDt. To make these parameters useful in describing unilateral

system performance, it is necessary to develop a method of expressing the user

contribution to observed delays. Standa.rd X3.l02 defines a small set of

nancil1a~" performance pa.rameters that fulfill this need.

'!be ancillary pa.rameters are developed by dividing the total performance

time for an associated primary function into alternating periods of system and

user responsibility, and then calculating the aver.age proportion of total

performance time for which the users are responsible. As a simple

illustration, consider the voice telephone access example discussed earlier

(Figure 4). The total performance time for the access function is the time

between the calling user's "off-hook" action and tpe called party's answer.

This total performance time can be divided into alternate periods of system

and use'r responsibility by noting, at any time, which entity must produce the

next interface event. During the period between "off-hook" and dial tone, the

system is responsible (for producing dial tone); during the period between

dial tone and dialing the first digit, the user is responsible; and so on.

The ancillary parameter User Fraction of Access Time expresses the average

proportion of total Access Time that is attributable to the user activities.

Figure 13 illustrates the approach used in defining the ancillary

parameters in more detail, using the primary function of access as an example.

'!he figure depicts a series of successful access attempts, each having a total

access time w(as ) and a total user access time u(as ). The latter quantity

represents the total access time attributable to user responsibility on each

partiCUlar trial. The ancillary parameter User Fraction of Access Time is

calculated by adding the. user aCcess time values over a suitable number of
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successful access attempts, and then dividing by the corresponding sum of the

total access times. Only Successful Access outcomes are considered in

estimating User Fraction of Access Time in order to avoid biasing the average

with unrepresentative values.

A similiar approach was used in defining the ancillary parameters for the

user information transfer and disengagement functions. The standard defines a

total of four ancillary parameters: User Fraction of Access Time, User

Fraction of Block Transfer Time, User Fraction of Input/OUtput Time, and User

Fraction of Disengagement Time. User Fraction of Input/Output Time.describes

the users' influence on the primary parameter User Information Bit Transfer

Rate, as discussed in Section 4.

In addition to permitting the specification of user-independent parameter

values, the ancillary parameters provide a basis for identifying the entity

(user or system) responsible for timeout performance failures. This

application of the ancillary parameters is also discussed in Section 4.

3.2.6 Prci>lemSolutions - SUDuDa.Iy

It was noted earlier that the development of ANS X3.l02 required the

solution of three performance description problems. The technical approach

adopted in the standard provides a solution to each of these problems, as

summarized below.

1. System gependence. The standard solves this problem by defining the
performance parameters in terms of general, system-independent
reference events.

2. Detailed Parameter Definition. The standard solves this problem by
using sample spa.ces and mathematical equations as the major parameter
definition tools. Sample spaces encourage the analyst to consider and
carefUlly define all relevant outcomes of a performance trial.
Equation definitions eliminate the ambiguity often associated with
purely narrative definitions.

3• User Delay. The standard solves this problem through the use of the
ancilla~ performance parameters. These enable providers to remove
user delays from the primary speed parameter values when a
description of unilateral system performance is required.

4·. UNDERSTANDIK; '!BE PARAMETERS

Suppose you were asked, with no prior explanation, to use the parameters

listed in Table 1 in specifying a data communication service requirement. What

questions would you ask about each parameter before beginning the
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specification? For most potential users, the key questions about each

parameter would include th,e following:

o What is the meaning of this parameter in simple, straightforward,
user-oriented terms?

o How is this parameter related to other widely used performance
parameters?

o Why is the value of this parameter significant to the data
communication user?

o What are the best and worst possible values for this :parameter, and
what are the implications of these values? .

o What typical values might be specified for this parameter in
characterizing: (1) performance requirements for familiar user
applications and (2) performance capabilities of existing data
communication systems and services?

o How do the values for this parameter influence key decisions in data
communication syst,em design?

o Conversely, how are the values for this parameter influenced by key
decisions in data communication system design?

This section answers these questions by means of tutorial essay descriptions

of theANS X3.l02 parameters. The individual parameter descriptions are

presented in order by function (access, user information transfer,

disengagement), with the four ancilla~ parameters described last. A separate

description is provided for each primary parameter, with the exception that

corresponding bit- and block-oriented transfer parameters (e.g., Bit Error

Probability and Block Errc)r Probability) are described together. The ancilla~

parameters are also described together to emphasize interde:pendencies and

definitional similarities. Readers are referred to ANS X3.l02 and to other

reports for more rigorous parameter definitions and for application details.

4.1 Access Parameters

Requesting access toa data communication service is a little like going

to the post office to mail a letter. Your objective is to get your letter

(message) on its way to t:he intended destination as soon as possible. Any

delay (e.g., standing in line behind other customers) is an undesirable waste

of tirn~.

An ideal data communication service (or an ideal postal service) would

accept your message, and start it on its way to the intended destination
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immediately, every time you requested service.• Such a service WOuld. tendto·.. be

prohibitively expensive, so you tolerate some delay. But you still judge the

service on the basis of how closely it approaches that ideal.

The fundamental user concerns about service performance are also similar

in the two cases:

o S,peed. How long will I. have to wait. to get my message started on its
way (assuming that I am successful in doing this)?

o Accuracy. What is the likelihood that theservicewil.lprocessmy
service request incorrectly, thus establishing an information path
that directs the message to the wrong destination?

o Reliability. What is the likelihood that I will be denied service as
a result of congestion or a system outage?

The standard defines four primary performance }?a.rametersthat directly express

these user concerns: Access Time, Incorrect Access Probability, Access Denial

Probability, and Access OUtage Probability. See Figure 14.

4.1.1 Access Time

Access Time .i8 the averagetirne the user must wait after requesting data

communication service for the system to begin accepting user information for

tran'smission. Access Time begins on issuance of an Access Request or its

implied equivalent (e.g., system polling) at the originating user/system

interface. It ends when the first bit of source user information is input to

the system (after connection establishment in connection-oriented services).

Access Time values are calculated only on access attempts that result in
Successful Access.

The Access Request event will have different forms in different systems.

Three examples· of explicit Access Request signals have been cited in

Section 3.2.2. An Access Request can also be implicit, as in the case where a

user asks the system to poll him for possible messages at some specific future

time.

Successful Access is defined to occur when at least one bit of user

information is transferred from a source user to the system within the

specified maximum acce.ss time. In the case of connection-oriented systems,

there is the additional requirement that the intended nonoriginating user must

have been contacted and committed to the session prior to the start of user

information transfer. The latter requirement distinguishes Successful Access

outcomes from Incorrect Access outcomes.
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ACCESS TIME
W(a s)

SUCCESSFU L ACCESS (as)

ACCESS DENIAL
PROBABI LITY

P(at )

ACCESS PARAMETERS

2. Incorrect Access Probability =P(a m ) =Am / A I

3. Access Denial Probability = P(aL) = ~t/A'

4. Access Outage Probability:::: P(ao ) := Ao/A'

. INCORRECT ACCESS (am)

INCORRECT ACCESS
PROBABILITY

P(a m)

ACCESS
OUTAGE

PROBABILITY
P(ao )

DEFINITIONS

Total number of access attempts counted
during an access parameter measurement:

As + Am + At + Ao

Total number of Successful Access outcomes
counted during an access parameter
measurement.

Total number of Access Denials counted during
an access parameter measurement.

Ao Total number of Access Outage outcomes
counted during an access parameter
measurement.

Am' = Total number of Incorrect Access outcomes
counted during an access parameter
measu remen t.

t (a) Time a particu Iar access a ttem pt starts

t(a s) Time Successful Access is attained on a particular
access a ttem p1.

w(a s) = Value of access time measured on a particular
successful access attempt: t(a s) - t(a)

Figure 14. Access {:ararneters.
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The relationship between Access Time and the traditional telephone

switching parameters Dial Tone Delay and Time to Receipt of Audible Ringing

ha.s been discussed earlier. To review briefly, Access Time describes the

total time between "off hook" and called party answer, while the latter two

parameters describe specific intervals of system performance within. that time.

Access Time is closely related to another commonly used switching

parameter, Connection Establishment Time. The latter parameter is defined in

ANSX3.79 as follows:

"Connection Establishment Time represents the time interval
required·to.establishan information transfer channel to·the
desired destination•••Connection Establishment Time begins· when
network service is requested by going off-hook or activating>the
call request(CRQ) function at the DTE-DCE interface. It ends when
clear to send (CB) or equivalent function is activated at the DTE
DeE interface at either the calling or called station, whichever
transmits first. n

Connection Establishment Time differs from Access Time in two major

respects:

1. The starting and ending events are defined to occur at theDTE-DCE
interface rather than at the end user/~stem interface.

2. The ending event is a system-generated "clear to send" signal rather
than the actual start of ·us.er ·information transfe·r.

The events used in defining Access Time are more appropriate in a user

oriented standard·because they are observable at the end user interfaces and

are system independent. The difference in timing between the two event !Birs

can be substantial, particularly in layered architecture systems.

Access Time also has a close kinship with the "average waiting time"

parameter defined in queueing theory (Kleinrock, 1976). The latter parameter

describes the average time a customer must spend waiting in queue on any given

arrival before receiving some desired service. In the case of data

communications, the transfer of user information is the desired service;

issuing an Access Request denotes queue entry; and the start of user

information transfer denotes the end of waiting and the beginning of service.

Access Time differs from "average waiting time" in one important respect:

Access Time is the average of a truncated distribution. Figure 15 illustrates

the meaning of this difference. If we measure a large number of individual

delay values and plot the relative frequency of occurrence of each possible

value, the result is a histogram or distribution of delay values. In general,
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such a distribution will be unbounded on the right, since extremely long

delays will occasionally occur. It is desirable to exclude such extreme values

in calculating an average for two reasons:

1. Their observation requires, in the limit, infinite patience on the
part of the observer.

2. They can unduly influence an average because of their large
magnitude.

The standard excludes abnormally long'delay values in calculating Access

Time. by truncating (cutting off) the Access Time distribution at a value three

times the nominal value specified for the service (the mean before

truncation). '!be standard counts access attempts which last longer than this

maximum access time as failures for performance assessment :purposes. In cases

where the system is responsible for the excessive delay, the failure is

classified as an Access Denial. In cases where the user is responsible for

the excessive delay, the failure is excluded from consideration as if it had

never occurred. The same approach is used in defining all other time averages

in the standard.

'!be timeout constant three was chosen, somewhat arbitrarily, as a value

that would be generally consistent with user expectations about service

per,f?ormance and would include most of the area under a typical delay time

distribution. For further discussion of this factor, see Crow (1979).

Why is Access Time significant to data communication users? There· are

two reasons:

o Time is MQoey. Users value their time, and quite rightly view time
spent establishing data communication as unproductive time. When a
user makes many accesses per day (e.g., an airline reservations
clerk), the moneta~ cost of a lengtQy Access Time can be significant,
especially if frustration affects the user's work attitude.

o Informatioo' Ages. Virtually all information becomes less relevant
and, therefore, less valuable with the passage of time. As an
example, information on the position of a fast-moving aircraft (or the
price of fast-moving stock) may become useless very quickly.

In essence, Access Time is the price we pay for the economic benefit of

sharing a communication resource with others. A user who cannot tolerate the

~ical 30 to 40 second Access Time of the public telephone network can reduce

the time by about three-fourths by having a leased telephone service

installed, since only the nonoriginating user's delay in answering is then

involved. Of course, having a leased line connection to each frequently
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called party would be prohibitively expensive. There is no theoretical upper

limit on an Access Time s}?ecification, although extremely long access delays

imply a service that is of little value to most users.

Appropriate user requiI'ements for Access Time vary widely as a function

of user application. At the 10weIextreme are critical, real-time

applications. At the upper extreme are routine record communications and

electronic mail. A recent ITS study recommends 0.9 percentile Access Times in

the range of 0.15 to 4.0 seconds for packet-switching network users

(r~esenbergs, et al., 1980).5 An average Access Time of 15 seconds was

specified in a Request for Quotations (RFQ) issued by the Ellvironmental

Protection Agency for the data communications portion of a nationwide

timesharing network (EPA, 1980) •

Access Time values are strongly influenced by system design. Access delay

is caused primarily by resource sharing (that is, switching), so it is not

surprising that dedicated, nonswitched services provide the shortest Access

Times. One might expect Access Time to be zero with such services, but this is

generally.not the case. Even when data communication facilities are not

shared, they are not necessarily used continuously. If they are not, a short

access delay will often be encountered at the beginning of each lL1Sage }?eriod,·

while the system synchronizes equipment at the two user locations (Gray, 1972;

Kimmett and Seitz, 1978). Such delays will normally be in the millisecond

range if no user dependence is involved. Often user delay will greatly

increase the total delay, as in th~ case of seeking the attention of a

terminal operator.

The standard distinguishes two general categories of resource-sharing

communication services: co~ection-orientedand connectionless. Connection

oriented services require that the intended nonoriginating user (called par~)

be contacted and committed t() a session prior to the start of user information

transfer. Traditional circuit-switched and modern virtual circuit services

fall into this category. Connectionless services allow user informat~on

transfer to begin without such a commitment. Traditional message-switched and

modern datagram services fall into this category.

Access Times are normally longer in connection-oriented ser\1ices than iri

connectionless services becalLlse the process ·of obtaining nonoriginating user

5The O.9-percentile values are exceeded 10% of the time. The corresponding
averages may be considerably lower. .
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commitment takes time. Access Times in connectionless services are typically

less than 5 seconds. Access Times in connection-oriented services typically

range from a few seconds to 30 seconds or more, depending on the connection

protocol and whether operator responses are required. An Access Time of

7 seconds has been measured for ARPANE'l'operator-to-program communications via

the Telnet protocol (Payne, 1978). More recently, a value of 1.8 seconds -has

been measured for ARPANET program-to-program communications· (Wortendyke et

al., 1982).

The decision to defer destination user commitment until the user

information transfer phase decreases Access Time in connectionless services,

but often increases user information transfer delays by a corresponding

amount. This effect is discussed in Section 4.2.1. The effect of user

dependence on Access Time is discussed in Section 4.4.

4.1.2 Incorrect Access Prci>ability

Incorrect Access Probability expresses the likelihood that user

information will be transmitted on an improper pa.th asa result of a system

error during the access process. As noted earlier, it is the ratio of total

Incorrect Access outcomes to total access attempts in a performance sample,

excluding access attempts ending in User Blocking.

Incorrect Access is essentially the case ofa "wrong number.n It occurs

when the system establishes a physical or logical connection to a user other

than the one intended by the data communication session originator, and then

does not correct the error before the start of user information transfer.

Incorrect Access can occur only in connection-oriented services, since no

physical or logical connection is established between users ~ connectionless

services. Incorrect Access is distinguished from Successful Access by the fact

that the intended nonoriginating user is not contacted and committed to the

data communication session during the access performance period.

What kinds of system errors cause Incorrect Access? Perhaps the simplest

cause is a transmission error in communicating the signaling information from

the originating user to the first switch, or between switches in the system. A

second possible cause is a switch error in translating the signaling

information into (for example) a physical crosspoint connection. The latter

~ of error is normally infrequent and random, since it is likely to be due

to a marginal switch component. However, such errors can also be systematic,

as in the case of an improper numbering change within the system.
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Incorrect Access is closely associated with what common carriers and

switch manufacturers refer tc:> as "mishandled" or "misprocessed" calls (Kobylar

and Malec, 1973; Malec, 1975). H9Wever, Incorrect Access Probability differs

from the "misprocessed call" probability in two respects:

1. "'isprocessed calls typically include calls that are not completed
(i.e., the switch does not respond) as well as calls that are
misconnected •

2. Misprocessed call probability describes the performance of a switch
rather than that of anend-to-end service. This difference can be
very significant in systems that provide automatic answerback or
other connection verification features, as discussed later.

Incorrect Access also has an obvious association with the concept of

misdelivery. The following definition of misdelivery is typical of those

encountered in the literature {DCA, 1975):

"fw1isdelivery is defined as the delivery of a segment (i.e.,
message) in violation of the originally specified addressing
information."

Incorrec:t Access and misdelivery are often related as cause and effect in

connection-oriented systems. If a system establishes a circuit c,onnection to

an incorrect (but comJ:)atible) destination during access, and does not detect

the error prior to the start of user information transfer, it is likely that

at least some user information will be misdelivered to that destination.

However, Incorrect Access does not invariably result in misdelivery. This

is because the test for Incorrect Access is a negative tes't. That is,

Incorrect Access is declared (in a connection-oriented service) when the

intended nonoriginating user is.DQt. contacted and committed to the session

prior to the start of use~r information transfer. This test does not

distinguish between the case where some other user is contacted and the case

where the commitment step in access is somehow "short-circui.ted" by the

system, with '.nQ other user c,ontacted. Misdelivery will normally occur in the

former case, but data loss will be the end effect in the latter.

These two possible consequences of Incorrect Access, misdelivery and

loss, make Incorrect Access Probability very significant to data cc:>mrnunication

users. In the case of misdelivery, the risk to the source user is twofold.

First, the data may be delivered to a destination user who has the desire and

the capability- to exploit it to the source user's disadvantage., An example

would be the transmission of information on prospective financial transactions

over public data communication facilities without the use of encryption.
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Second, the source user may be led to believe that the information has been

delivered to the intended destination when, in fact, it has not. The source

user may then base subsequent actions on a false· assumption.· An example would

be a failure to update important cost data in a remote management information

system. Only the latter risk is applicable in the case of data loss.

Like all probabilities, Incorrect Access Probability has possible values

between zero and one. A value of zero would indicate that Incorrect Access is

impossible, a situation that can only be achieved in systems that perform no

switching during the access phase. Suchsysterns include connectionless systems

(which perform th.eir switchingduringJ the user information transfer phase) and

nonswitched, con!1ection-oriented systems (e.g., a system using dedicated

leased lines). An Incorrect Access Probability value of one would indicate

that Incorrect Access is certain. Such a value would suggest that a systematic

switching error had occurred.

Quantitative data on user requirements for Incorrect Access Probability

is scarce. Nesenbergs et ale (1980) suggest a range of values of about 10-10

for interactive I;a.cket-switching users, while a somewhat more stringent value

(10-11) is specified in DCA (1975). Neither estimate appears to be based on a

quantitative user impact assessment. Incorrect Access may be no more than a

nuisance in a benigncommunication environment. In such situations, ..users .may

well specify an acceptable, but rather arbitrary value that is easily attained

by most existing systems (for example, 10-4). A value of 10-5 is specified in

the EPA RFQ cited earlier (EPA, 1980) •

System performance data on Incorrect Access Probability is also

relatively scarce. As noted earlier, Incorrect Access can be caused by system

errors either in transmitting or in interpreting the signaling information.

Errors in transmitting signaling information are much more frequent in older

~stems using qirect current, mUlti-frequen~, or single frequen~ switching

than in modern systems using common channel signaling (e.g., 10-4 vs. 10-8).

A value of 10-4 appears to be a typical telephone company objective for

"mishandled calln probability in a single switch (Kobylarand Malec, 1973). In

estimating Incorrect Access Probability, this number would be reduced by the

fact that not all "mishandled" calls are misconnected, and increased by the

fact that a typical telephone circuit normally involves several switches in

tandem (series). A value of10-5 is probably a reasonable estimate of the
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likelihood of misconnection as a result of switching error in a typical

circuit-switched system.

Of course, errors in signaling and switching mayor may not cause

Incorrect Access. The likelihood of Incorrect Access given such an error

depends on two factors:

I. Whether the error results in contact with a terminal (or terminal
function) comp:ltible with that of the intended calle~ party.

2. Whether the system provides circuit verification techniques, such as
automatic answerba~ck (AT&T, 1968).

The likelihooo of connection with a comp:ltible terminal depends on the

mix of terminals in the network. Answerback schemes can redu,ce Incorrect

Access Probabili~ by a factor of hundreds or thousands.

In general, virtual circuit switching systems have lower Incorrect Access

Probabilities than conventional "physical circuit" switching systems due to

their more effective use of end-to-end error control. As an example, military

p:lcket-switching networks have been designed with a 32-bit ~clic Redundan~

Check (CRC). on all transmitted data. Nesenbergs et ale (1980) estimate that

such CRC checks should provide an undetected error rate for circuit

establishment messages better than 2-32 (10-10).

One practical limitation of the parameter Incorrect Access Probability

should be noted in conclusion: it does not include situations where an

unintended destination is contacted as a result of a user error, in inputting

the addressing informati,on (e.g., misdialing). Such errors should be

considered in establishing user requirements for system performance.

4.1.3 Access Denial Prd>ability

Access Denial Probability expresses the likelihood of system blocking

during access. Access Denial Probability is distinguished from Access Outage

Probability, which is described in the next section. It is the ratio of total

access attempts that result in Access Denial to total access attempts in a

performance sample, excluding access attempts ending in User Blocking.

Access Denial can occur in two basic ways:

1. The system issues a blocking signal to the originating user::during
the access perioo, thereby terminating the access att,eI11pt.

2. The system makes some response but delays exc~ssively "in:'~' petfo'rrn,mg
required actions during the access peri9d1, with;-the result that:,usf:r
information transfer is not initiated within' the "maximum ""access time.
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What is a "system blocking" signal? In essence, it is the system's way of

telling the user that it cannot proV'idedata communication service on a.

:Pa.rticular access request because some required system facility· is currently

unavailable. The required facility (e.g., a particular t.runk circuit) may be

unavailable because it is serving another uSer (that is, it is busy) or

because it is not operational (e.g., due to a component failure). In the

latter case, the ·cayae of blocking is an outage within the system but its

e·ffect isa system blocking signal at the user/system interface--Access

Denial. If the outage prevented any system response at the user/system

interface, the failure would be classified as an Access Outage.

A system blocking signal constitutes a definite denial, rather than just

a delay or deferral, of an access attempt. A familiar example of a system

blocking signal is the two cycle-per-second "circuit busy" signal in the

public switched telephone network. Such a signal tells the user that the

current access attempt will not succeed no matter how long he hangs on. His

only way to achieve Successful Access is to hang up and try again. System

blocking signals should be distinguished from sig.nals that merely delay

Successful Access, as in the case of the familiar "all reservation clerks are

busy-please do not hang up" recording.

Systems experiencing congestion or outage may not respond or may delay

excessively in responding to a user's access request. Virtually everyone has

ex}?erienced such a situation at one time or another in making along distance

telephone call. '!he system gives a few promising clicks after dialing and then

seems to go dead. Often, the optimistic user who waits is eventually

discormected by the system. '!his situation is defined as an Access Denial if

the delay }?ersists longer than three times the Access Time s}?ecified for the

service. Access Denials are distinguished from User Blocking outcomes by

com:Pa.rison of the ancillary p:1rameter values, as described in Section 4.4.

Access Denial Probability is closely associated with what is known as the

"Grade of Service" or "Blocking Probability" in circuit-switched systems. In

general, such systems cannot economically provide access to all users during

the worst case loading period (known as the "busy hour"). Instead, they are

designed to serve all but a certain (usually very small) fraction of calls

attempted during that period. The fraction, P, of call attempts not served by

a connection-oriented system during the busy hour is its Grade of Service or

Blocking Probability. The symbol P.OI indicates that one call in a hundred

will be blocked; P.04 indicates that four calls in a hundred will be blocked;
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and so on.' Customers accept a small Blocking Probability in exc~hange for the

economic benefits of resource sharing. But if the Blocking Probability is too

high, they may abandon the service in favor of more acceptable alternatives.

Access Denial Probability is most significant to the user when

alternative means of data communication are not available. In such cases, the

user has no choice but to cc:>ntinue attempting to access the denying system.

The negative, consequences are similar to those cited earlier for long Access

Times; that is, loss of productive time and data aging. In general, a series

of Access Denials is more detrimental to the user than a single! access delay

of .equivalent duration,because each Access Denial nullifie,s previously

completed access steps (e.g., dialing). There is a definite buildup of

dissatisfaction with repeated Access Denials in the case of human users.

Access Denial Probability values range between zero and one. A value of

zero implies that the user is never deniedaccess--that is, the system is

completely nonblocking. At the other extreme, a value of one implies a service

that never actually serves the user.

In co~sidering user requirements for Access Denial Probability, it is

important to distinguish between what the user actually needs and what the

user will accept if nothing else is available. There are s'witched data

communication services wi'th blocking probabilities of 0.4 and even higher

(e.g., AUTOVON). There is also evidence of user dissatisfaction with such

services (GAO, 1977). Access Denial Probabilities in the range of 1 to 5

percent are normally satisfactory in applications where data aging is slow. An

example might be remote data processing for computer program development.

Values of 10-3 or lower may be needed in critical real-time situations. An

Access Denial Probability of 10-2 is specified in EPA (1980).

The system design feature that most strongly influences Access Denial

Probability is the resource sharing or switching technique used. Many smaller

data communication systems attempt no resource sharing and are, therefore,

nonblocking. A familiar example is the use of a dedicated line interconnecting

two users. However" such services often have relatively higher Access Outage

Probabilities (see Section 4.1.4).

Large multi-user networks almost invariably use some type of resource

sharing. The overall strategy of resource sh~ring is to take advantage of

intermittent user demand by deliberately designing certain costly system

elements (e.g., switches and trunks) with less capacity than would be needeq

to serve all users simUltaneously. Under normal usage the design capacity will
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be adequate and the economic benefits realized·withoutsignificantuser

inconvenience. But under heavier usage the design capacity will not be

adequate, and the transmission· of some ·traffic· must be deferred.

'!he choice of resource sharing technique has an .obvious impact on Access

Denial Probability. Circuit-switched systems defer excess traffic by de~ying

access and, therefore, have relatively high Access Denial Probabilities.

Typical values for system blocking probability in well designed circuit

switched· systems are in the range of Ito 4 percent (AT&T, ·.• 196l;Duffy and

Mercer, 1978).

Message-switched systems defer traffic by prolonging system storage

rather than by denying access. '!hus, they exhibit relatively low .Access Denial

Probabilities. In most message-switched systems, Successful Access can occur

even when there is, at that time, no physical path :possible between the source

user and the intended destination. In such a situation,a switching node

connected to the source user .simply holds the message· until the necessary

communication links to the intended destination user are restored· to service.

4.1.4 Access ~tage Prci>ability

Access OUtage Probability expresses the likelihood that a system will be

in an outage state which prevents it from· res:POnding to the originating user

on any given access attempt. It is the ratio of total access attempts that

result in Access Outage to total access attempts in a performance sample,

excluding access attempts ending. in User Blocking.

Access Outage is essentially the case of a dead system. A simple example

is a telephone system that fails to provide dial tone. Access Outage· may be

due to either a. system-wide failure (e.g., due to an extended loss of

electrical power), or one or more s:Pecificcom:POnent failures that impact the

originating user (e.g, a failure in the local loop or local switching

computer).

Access Outage Probability is closely associated with the concept of

"availability." Atypical definition of communication availability is that of

ANSI (1974):

"The portion of a selected time interval during which the
information path is capable of performing its assigned data
communications function. Availability is expressed as a
:Percentage."
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The significance of Access Outage Probability to the use.r depends on

whether alternative means of data communication are available. If no

alternative system is available, the user has no choice but to notify the

service provider of the outage and await repairs. The principal consequence

then is data aging, since most users will not repeatedly reattempt access when

an outage is known to exist. If an alternative system is available, Access

Outage Probability expresses the likelihood that it will be needed. Access

Outage Probability is thus useful in assessing the need for, and potential use

of, backup services.

Access OUtage Probability values range between zero and one. A value of

zero implies a system that never has an outage. At the other extreme, a value

of one implies a service that is always "out" and, hence, is of no value to

the user.

A rough upper bound on user requirements for Access Outage Probability

can be derived from specified values for availability (A). If a user attempts

access at. regular (or random) intervals during a time period of interest, and

the system is "down" (I-A) percent of the time during that period, it follows

that the user will encounter Access Outage on at most l (l-A) % of the trials.

Observed Access Outage Probabilities will typically be somewhat lower than (1

A), since not all ontages will prevent the system from responding to a user's

access request.

Data on user requirements for availability are relatively plentiful.

rrypical values in current requir,ement specifications are in the range of 90%

to 99.9%, with values above 98% much more common than those belc)w. Assuming

uniform sampling, the corresponding worst-case Access Outage Probability

values would be in the 10-1 to 10-3 range.

The system design featu're that most strongly influences Access Outage

Probability is the inherent reliability of the system facilities'l Replication

of system components and the provision of alternatep:lths are the most common

methods for improving Access, Outage Probability. For this reason, large multi

user networks tend to provide a better (lower) Access Outage Probability than

smaller systems with dedicated facilities.

Availability specifications for existing data communication, systems are

mostly in the range of 98% -to 99.9%, suggesting conservative Access Outage

Probability values in the neighborhood of 10-2 to 10-3• As noted earlier, an

availability value of 98% is probably typical of dedicated communication links

(including the modems but nc:>t the terminals). Specified availability values
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for switched services are oftenslightlyhigherthanthose.for.dedicated

services-typically, in the neighborhood of 99%. The 1.64% ARPANET IMP "down

rate" cited in Kleinrock (1976) would imply an Access Outage Probability in

the neighborhood of 10-2• A measured ARPANET Access OutageProbabilityof

2.6 x 10-3 is reported in wortendyke etal. (1982).

4.•2 User Information Transfer ••• Parameters

User performance <concerns during the user information transfer 'phase may

also be grouped in three general categories:

SPeed. What delay will my information experience in traversing the data
communication system? What rate of information flow will the system
allow?

Accuracy. What is the likelihood that the system will alter or
misdeliver the information? What is the likelihood that the system will
deliver duplicate messages or create extra information not sent by the
source user?

Reliability. What is the likelihood that the system will ·lose
information? What is the likelihood that the performance of the system
will drop so low that the service will not be usable?

Ingeneral,theend user does not care how the information is physically

transported so .10ng .as the end-to-end performance cbjectives are met.

The following sections describe the 11 primary user information transfer

performance parameters specified in ANS X3.102. (See Figures 16 and 17.)

These parameters are Block Transfer Time, Bit/Block Error Probability,

Bit/Block Misdelivery Probabili~, Bit/Block Loss Probability, Extra Bit/Block

Probability, User Information Bit Transfer Rate, and Transfer Denial

Probability. Corresponding bit- and block-oriented parameters are described

together, with differences in definition and impact highlighted. The block

oriented parameters are probably the most generally usefUl, although the bit

oriented parameters are often useful in comparing systems with different block

sizes.

4.2.1 Block Transfer Time

Block Transfer Time expresses the total delay a user information unit

experiences in transit between users. It is the average value of elapsed time

between the start of a block transfer attempt at the source user/system

interface and Successful Block Transfer at the system/destination user
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BIT TRANSFER RATE
R(bl s)

SUCCESSFUL BIT TRANSFER (bl s)

BIT TRANSFER FAILURE

REFUSED BIT (bl f )

(EXCLUDED FROM
SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT)

BIT
MISDELIVERY
PROBABILITY

P(bl m )

BIT TRANSFER PARAMETERS

EXTRA BIT (bl x )

EXTRA BIT
PROBABILITY

P(bl x )

DEFINITIONS

1. Bit Loss Probability = P(bl1) = Bl,/(Bl' - Bl x )

2. Bit Misdelivery Probability =P(bl m ) =Bl m /(Bl' - B1J - Bl x )

3. Bit Error Probability =P(b1 e) =Ble /(B 1
5

+ Ble}

4. Extra Bit Probability =P(bl x ) =Bl x /(Bl' - Blt )
B1

5
5. User Information Bit Transfer Rate =R(b1 s) =--

w(b3s}

Bl' = Total number of Bit Transfer outcomes to be
included in an individual UliT performance
measurement (all Bit Transfer outcomes
except b1f).

Total number of Successful Bit Transfer outcomes
counted during a UIT performance measurement.

Total number of Refused Bit outcomes counted
during a UIT performance rneasuremenL

B1l Total number of Lost Bit outcomes counted during
a UIT performance measure:ment.

B1 m Total number of Misdelivered Bit outcomes counted
during a UIT performance measurement.

Ble Total number of Incorrect Bit outcome'S counted
during a UIT performance measurement.

Blx Total number of Extra Bit outcomes counted during
a UIT performance measurement.

w(b3s) Greater of input time w(b31} or output time w(b3o )
required to transfer sample to/from the system.

UIT = User Information Transfer.

Figure 16. User information bit transfer parameters.
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SUCCESSFUL BLQCK TRANSFER (b

EXTRA BLOCK (b2
X
)

EXTRA BLOCK
PROBABILITY

P(b2x)

BLOCK ERROR
PROBABILITY

P(b2e)

BLOCK TRANSFER TIME
W(b2S)

BLOCK TRANSFER FAILURE

REFUSED BLOCK (b2f)
(EXCLUDED FROM

SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT)

BLOCK LOSS
PROBABILITY

P(b2t )

BLOCK TRANSFER PARAMETERS

B2S
1 '\~

1. Block TransferTime = W(b2s) = -- w(b2s)B2s b2s=1

2. Block Loss Probability = P(b21) = B2i (B2' - B2x)

3. Block Misdelivery Probability = P(b2m) = B2m/(B2' - B2t - B2x)

4. Block Error Probability = P(b2e) = B2e/(B2s+B2e)

5. Extra Block Probability = P(b2x) = B2x/(B2'- B2,t)

DEFINITIONS

B2' = Total number ofblock transfer outcomes to be
included in an individual UIT performance
measurement (All block transfer outcomes
except b2f)'

B2S = Total number of Successful Block Transfer
outcomes counted during a UIT performance
measurement.

B2f = Total number of Refused Block outcomes
counted during aUIT performance measurement.

B2J. = Total number of Lost Block outcomes
counted during a UIT performance measurement.

B2m= Total number of Misdelivered Block out-. .
I comes counted during a UIT performance measurement.

B2e = Total number of Incorrect Block outcomes
counted during a UIT performance measurement.

B2x = Total number of Extra Block outcomes
counted during a UIT performance measurement.

t{b2) = Time a particular block transfer attempt starts.

t{b2s) = Time Successful Block Transfer is attained on
a particular block transfer attempt.

w(b2s) = Value of block transfer time measured on a
particular successful block transfer
attempt: t(b2s) - t(b2)

UIT = User Information Transfer.

Figure 17. User information block. transfer pa.rarneters.
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interface. Block Tr.:,ansfer Time values are calculated only on successful block

transfer attempts.

As noted earlier, a user information block is defined as a contiguous

group of user information bits delimited at the source user interface for

transfer to a destination user as a unit. '!hus, for ins~ce,a block may be a

single ASCII character, a card image, a computer word, or the information

field ',of a frame, depending on the equipment and protocol charac'teristics of

the user/system interface. ..

A block transfer attempt begins when the bloC'k has been input to the

system and the system has be~en authorized to deliver it to the destination.

As noted earlier, authorization may either be an implicit p:irt of entering the

data itself (e.g., typing a :single ASCII character at an asynchronous data

terminal), or may be an explicit user action (e.g., typing a data forwarding

signal such as carriage Return at a buffered terminal). In the former case,

block transfer begins on inptlt of the data itself. In the latter case, block

transfer begins on input of the authorization signal.

Successful Block Transfer occurs when the block has been transferred from

the system to the destination user, with appropriate notification to that user

when required. As in the case of authorization, delivery notification may be

implicit or explicit. If the block is transferred across the destination user

interface in a series of increments (e.g., the information field of a frame

containing, perhaps, several hundred bits) followed by a delivery notification

signal (e.g., "read complete"), the transfer may take considerable time. '!hat

time is counted in calculating Block Transfer Time.

Block Transfer Time is'closely related to the p:irameter Message Transfer

Time (MTr) in the ANSI performance standard for bit-oriented protocols (ANSI,

1980). Message Transfer Time is def ined in that standard as follows:

"MTT is the time in sec()nds that is required for a message to be
transferred from a source frame buffer and accepted a't the
designated sink frame buffer. Where more than one link is involved
in the transfer, it includes all of the time required for enroute
storage and forwarding."

The same standard defines the term0"message" as follows:

"A message is an arbitrclry amount of information whose beginning
and end are defined. The i~forrnation may be contained in olne or
more frames which must all be accepted (for the message to be
accepted) in order to stop' the MTr. measurement."
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This definition of "message" includes ..···the ANS X3.l02 definition of "block" as

well as many other possible information units.

Message Transfer Time differs from Block Transfer Time in two respects.

First, the Message Transfer Time definition establishes the start of an M'IT

measurement as follows:

"M'ITmeasurements start when both of the following have occurred:
(a) transmission has been requested, and .(b) the information fiel.d
for the first fra.mehasbeenentered in the. source frame buffer.
Transmission sez:,-vice __requests may .. be evidenced by: the issuance of
a call request; the transition to off-hook; an ·operator initiated
action; or other equiValent action." -

Thus defined, M'IT includes Access Time as well as the time· spent in retries if

access is denied. Block Transfer Time excludes these access phase delays.

'!be second major difference between M'IT and Block Transfer Time is in the

choice of measurement interfaces~ American National Standard X3.79 defines the

end of an M'IT measurement as follows:

"M'IT measurement is stopped upon acceptance of the -final frame· .of
the message qt the destination frame buffer.If

In a typical layered protocol hierarchy, frame acceptance occurs at the

data link layer. As defined in ANS X3.102, the end of block transfer occurs

when the block crosses the interface between application layer and the end

user (e.g., terminal operator or user application program). The time

difference between acceptance at the data link layer and delive:ry· to the end

user will often be small. However, it can be quite substantial if extensive

processing, retransmissions, or time-sharing delays are involved.

Block Transfer Time also resembles a general transfer time parameter

originally defined in the CCI'IT Green Book (CCI'I'l', 1973):

"Transfer Time - r.Lbe time that elapses between the initial offering
of a uni t of the user's data to a network by a transmitting data
terminal equipment and .the complete delivery ·of that unit to a
receiving data terminal equipment•••A unit of data may be a bit,
byte, pa.cket, message, etc."

The significant difference here is the interface at which the starting and

ending events take place.

In describing the access performance parameters, two distinct

disadvantages of dC!ta communication delay were identified: loss of productive

time and data aging. Both disadvantages apply in the case of block transfer,

but with a slightly different emphasis. A user attempting to access a system

must typically devote time to that effort for as long as it takes to succeed.
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In contrast, a user who has transferred a block of information into the ~stem

is unoccupied as far as those data are concerned, and may well use the

transfer time for other prc)ductive purposes. This is particularly true of

"electronic mail" ~stems, where the preparation, input, and output time for a

message may be negligible compared to its transfer time (e.g., minutesvs.

hours).

Data aging is often more significant in the case of Block Transfer Time

than in the case of Access Time. When a user is denied access to a data

communication ~stem, the user at least knows that the message is not on its

way and can try again or take some al terhative action. In contrast, the user

may have no way of knowing when the transfer of the information is being

delayed. Thus, the consequences may be more severe. Some modern networks

resolve this situation by providing an explicit "delivery c()nfirmation"

response to the source user.

The possible values for Block Transfer Time range between zero and a

practical upper bound defin.ed by the "three times nominal"timeout defined

earlier. A value of zero implies an infinite speed of transfer between source

and destination. Extremely long values imply substantial opportunity for data

aging.

As in the case of Access Time, user requirements for Block Tr·ansfer. Time

vary over a wide range. At th~e lower extreme are real-time process control and

teleprocessing applications, where average one-way transfer tim,es much less

than a second are specified (Martin, 1976; DCA, 1975; Kelley, 1977; EPA,

1980). The upper extreme probably occurs in electronic message services, where

next day delivery is usually quite acceptable.

Block Transfer Time can be roughly divided into three components:

modulation time, propagation time, and storage time. Modulation time is the

minimum time a signal element must be maintained at the input to a circuit in

order to ensure its detection at the output of that circuit. It c(:>rresponds to

the so-called "baud time" of a data mcxiem and is inversely proportional to the

signaling bandwidth.

Modulation time may actually determine the minimum Block Transfer Time on

short, low-speed channels. As an example, a 20-mile cable circuit operating

at 150 bits per second has a modulation time pet bit over six times as long as

the propagation time (Kirnmett and Seitz, 1978).

Propagation time is the total time a signal takes to travel the physical

distance between two ends of a transmission circuit. The shortest propagation
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times are provided by· terrestrial (groundbasedl radiating <systems .•.... (e.g.,

microwave), which combine high propagation velocity (about 186 ,000 miles per

second) with relatively direct signal paths. Cable systems also provide

relatively direct signal paths, but their transmission velocities are much

lower (e.g., 20,000 miles per second or 50 microseconds per mile).

Synchronous satellites exhibit much longer propagation times because of the

much longer path distances involved·· (e.g., 250 milliseconds for a 45,000 mile,

single -hop path) •

storage time includes all time during which a unit of user information is

not physically moving across the physical media towards . its destination. In

all but the simplest systems, storage time is the dominant factor in

determining Block Transfer Time. There are two principal reasons for

temporarily storing user information within a system during its transfer

between end users:

Data Aggregation. Some systems collect many serially transmitted blocks
together at each end of a transmission link to facilitate error detection
and other control functions. Data may also be· aggregated in a destination
terminal to deliver it to the user in meaningful groups of blocks.

ResQutceSharing. Message and packet switched systems store user
inf,ormation at various internal switching nodes to increase utilization
of the associated transmission links. Systems may also store user
information to facilitate. the sharing of user resources, as in the case
of "mail box" and "call hold" features. (AT&T, 1978).

Simple circuit-switched systems with un~uffered terminals have among the

lowest Block Transfer Times available--in the range of 30 to 100 milliseconds

for typical transmission path lengths., Connection-oriented systems with

buffered terminals have somewhat longer Block Transfer Times, because the

blocks are longer (e.g., 80 characters). Typical values for such systems are

in the range of 100 to 300 milliseconds. The ARPANET, a prototype packet

switching network with virtual-circuit protocol, was designed to provide end

to-end delays less than one-half second for typical messages of a few. thousand

bits (Roberts and Wessler, 1970). Measured results indicate that actual

transfer times in the ARPANET are in fact lower (Kleinrock, 1976; wortendyke

et al., 1982).

Block Transfer Times are substantially higher in traditional message

switching systems because the messages are stored in their entirety at each

switching node. The end-to-end message transfer times for DCA'S AUTODIN I are

probably typical (Armed Services Investigating Subcommittee, 1971):
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'. Message PrecE.~ence

Flash
IIrmediate
Priority
Routine

Transfer Time

< 10 minutes
< 30 minutes
< 3 hours
< 6 hours

As noted earlier, the upper extreme on Block Transfer Time occurs in

electronic mail systems. This is particularly true in the case where the

destination user must take some action to read the mail. Delays on the order

of a day or more are common. Note the need for the ancillary parameters to

factor out the user component of such delays.

4.2.2 Bit/Block Error PrdlabUity

Bit Error Probability land Block Error Probability express the likelihood

t.hat a unit of information. transferred from a source user to the intended

destination user will be delivered with incorrect binary content. The

numerator of each probabili~ ratio is the total number of information units

(bits or blocks) delivered to the intended destination user with content

errors. 'nle denominator is the total number of information units transferred

between the source and destination of interest--that is, the sum of the

correct and the incorrect blocks or bits.

In the case of Bit Error Probabili~, content error normal.ly means that

bits were inverted between the source and destination--that is, a transmitted

one becomes a zero or vice versa. The X3.l02 standard also cons:iders several

more complex cases, and offers the following data reduction guidelines.

J.. In the case of code conversion, error comparisons should be based on
the intended and actual bit patterns at the destination user
interface.

2. In the case where information crosses the user/system interfaces in
the form of nonbinary symbols (e.g., graphic symbols), the input or
output symbols should be translated into bits on the basis of the
binary representation physically closest to the user.

In the case of Block Error Probability, content error in a delivered

block is defined to exist whenever:

1. One or more bits (or even all of the bi ts) in the block are
incorrect; or

2. Some, but not all, of the bits in the block are lost or extra. (If
all of the bits are lost or all of the bits are extra, then the block
is a Lost Block or an Extra Block.)
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In general, the Block Error Probability for· an n--bit ... block· ·will ·be

between one and n times the sum. of the Bit Error, Bit Loss, and Extra Bit

Probabilities, depending on how many failure outcomes occur in each block.

Bit and Block Error Probability are among the most widely used data

communication performance p:irameters, so .there is little need to relate them

to other parameters for the purpose of familiarization-However, it must be

emphasized that both parameters apply to end-to-end services<as defined

earlier. Their values thus reflect the error-producing or error-removing

effects of data terminals and higher level protocols.

Bit Error Probabili ty is similar to the Residual Error Rate (RER)

parameter defined in ANS X3.79 in that both parameters measure errors that

remain after error control. However, the latter parameter includes lost,

extra, and misdelivered bits in the numerator, and uses the total number of

transmitted (source user) bits as the denominator. This makes it

theoretically possible for RER to ·exceed one.

The significance of Bit and Block Error Probability to end users is also

relatively obvious,but a brief discussion may be helpfUl. Two general

categories of error effects can be distinguished, depending on whether the end

user does or does not detect the error prior· to using the delivered

inf!0rmation. User detection of errors in the delivered information is most

likely in the case where the user is a human terminal operator.

If the error is isolated and occurs in text that contains much redundancy

(e.g., misprinting a single character in English text), the operator can

usually infer the meaning and the error may be no more than a minor nuisance.

If the error is more extensive or OCCUrs in nonredundant text (e.g., garbling

of an entire line of text or an error in numerical data), then the impact on

the user will be much more significant. In the latter case, the destination

user must ~ically re-contact the source user, request a retransmission, and

defer any action based on that information until the retransmission is

received. In essence, the users are performing the system function of error

control in a costly and inefficient manner.

'!he effects of delivered errors are generally more serious when they are

not detected by the destination user prior to actual use of the delivered

information. This will almost always be the case where no hum~ operator is

involved. The many possible effects of undetected errors can be summarized by

saying that they cause the destination user to make decisions and take actions
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based on erroneous information. In the ~e of applications such as electronic

funds transfer,such mistakes can be very costly.

Bit and Block Error PrObabili~ values vary between zero and one, with a

practical upper limit of 0.5 on the former. In each case, a v'alue of zero

implies that incorrect information is never delivered to the enol users. A Bit

Error Probabili~ of 0.5 means that any delivered bit is just as likely to be

wrong as right; therefore, no useful information can be communic:ated. A Block

Error PrObabili~ value of lone indicates that every delivered block contains

at least one incorrect, lost, or extra bit.

User requirements for Bit and Block Error Probability de,pend, as one

would eX}?ect, on the consequences of errors. Narrative message applications

are among the least stringent, because their high inherent redundancy makes

user correction possible. It has been estimated, for example, that normal

English text is 50 percent redundant compared to a random character sequence

(Shannon, 1948). Very high Bit Error Probability values may be tolerated at

the output of digital subsystems used in transmitting voice. It has been

shown, for example, that Cc.ntinuou~ Variable Slope Delta systems can produce

acceptable speech with channel Bit Error Probabilities approaching 1 in 10

(McRae et al., 1976).

As suggested earlier, user requirements for Bit and Block Error

Probability are most stringent in applications where the cost of errors is

high. A Bit Error Probability of 10-12 has been specified for mi.litary packet

switching users having error controlled access circuits (DCA, 1975). A more

recent study suggested a less stringent, and probably more' rea~istic, value of

10-10 for a similar application (Nesenbergs et al., 1980). Bit Error

Probability requirements for normal teleprocessing applicatio1ns are in the

range of 10-5 to 10-8• A value of 8 x 10-6 is specified in EPA (1980).

\ Some feeling for the significance of these numbers can be obtained by

relating them to output rate. A 10-5 Bit Error Probability corresponds to

approximately one bit error every 17 minutes at 100 bits per second; every two

minutes at 1000 bits per second; and every 10 seconds at 10 lkilobits per

second. A 10-10 Bit Error Probability corresponds to one bit error every

32 years, every 3 years, or every 4 months, respectively, at the same output

rates.

In describing the Bit and Block Error Probabilities of existing systems,

it is important to distinguish between values observed at the transmission

channel interfaces -and at end user interfaces. So-called "raw channel" Bit
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Error Probabilities vary fromlO-3 (for high frequency radio systems) to

better than 10-7 (for all digital, nonradiating, local area networks). A value

of 10-5 is probably typical for the public switched telephone network (AT&T,

1971). For any given transmission speed, the raw channel error probability is

primarily determined by two factors:

1. Thesignal...to-noiseratio at the receiver input.
2. The effective transmission bandwidth.

'lhese two factors can be effectively traded off in many cases (Utlaut, 1978).

'Iheraw channel error performance of a data communication system·can be

vastly improved through the use of ~rror control techniques (Hamming, 1950;

Kuhn, 1963). The most commonly used technique today is simple error detection

and retransmission (often called MOl. Well-desig.ned ARQ systems can produce

output channel Bit Error Probabilities in the range of 10-8 to 10-10 with

negligible coding redundancy, almost regardless of the raw channel error

probability. No bit errors were ooserved in over 3 x 106 transmitted bits in

the ARPANm:' experiment (Wortendykeet al., 1982).

WhileARQ systems may reduce error probability dramatically, they may

also severely restrict throughput as the channel error probability approaches

the ,reciprocal of the block size. That is, when the error rate issuc·h that

each block is almost certain to contain at least one error, most of the

transmitted blocks are retransmissions. This disadvantage can be reduced in

many cases by hybrid ARQ and forward error correction systems

(Nesenbergs, 1975).

4.2.3 Bit/Block Misdelivery PrOOability

Bit and Block Misdelivery Probability specify the proportion of bits and

blocks that were transferred from source user A to destination user B, but

were· actUally intended for some destination user other than B. '!he numerator

of each probability ratio is the total number of misdelivered information

units (bits or blocks); and the denominator is the total number of information

units transferred between the. specified source and destination users.

Expressing misdelivery probability on a bit basis is not intended to imply

that individual bits will be misdelivered. Such outcomes will normally occur

in groups of one or more blocks.

How can misdelivery occur? One obvious cause in connection-oriented

systems is Incorrect Access--that is, a source·user is connected to the wrong
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destination user during the access phase. Misdelivery can also occur in

connectionless systems, as a result of routing errors within the system.

l-1isrouting of a message can ei ther be a random event (e.g., caused by an

undetected error in a message address field), ora systematic occurrence

(e.g., caused by an incorrec:=t address table in a message switching center).

Errors of the latter type may be a result of software errors, hardware

failures, 0:Perator errors, c)r even deliberate tam:Pering.

The significance of misdelivery to the source user has be~en discussed

earlier in connection with Incorrect Access Probability. Briefly, the three

chief, risks are:

1. Exploitation of the misdelivered information by a dishonest
recipient;

2. Inappropr iate actions by the source user based Cln the false
assumption that the information has been successfully delivered; and

3• Inappropriate actions by the unintended destination user based on the
false assumption that the information was intended for that user.

Possible Bit and Block Misdelivery Probability values range between zero

and one. A value of zero implies that misdelivery does not occur. A value of

one implies an addressinlg error in which all transmittecltraffic is

systematically misrouted to an unintended destination user.

One published requirements specification (DCA, 1975) calls for a

"segment" misdelivery probability of 10-11• This number applies directly to

both Bit and Block Misdelivery Probability, since misdelivery outcomes

normally occur in block or "segment" groups. More recently, Nesenbergs et al.

(1980) suggest the same target value. For comparison, such a value is

sufficient to enable a user :pair to exchange 10 million packets per day for 27

years before the first misdelivery occurs.

Misdelivery Probabiliti.es of this magnitude are impossible to measure due

to their infrequency. Thus they are, in a sense, academic. However, they can

have value as an influence on system design. rrbey may also be included in the

specification for a service, but the value of this is questionable in the

absence of a means of measuring them.

Misdelivery probabili.ty can be reduced to negligible pr0t:>ortions by at

least one brute force approach: that of providing a protected, dedicated,

hard-wired line between the source user and the destination user. Such an

approach would only be justified in situations where the consequences of

misdelivery are very grave.
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Another approach is the use of encryption techniques. While encryption

techniques· cannot prevent misrouting, a simple message routing indicator

scheme< may be combined with encryption of the routing indicator to detect

misrouting. Encryption can also be used to prevent the unintended destination

user from being able to use the information (FIPS, 1981; Feistel, 1973; Popek,

1974) •

The single design feature that most strongly influences Bit and Block

Misdelivery Probability in switched systems is the error control technique.

Depending on the number of compatible terminals in a network, systems without

error control on the addressing information could experience misdelivery

probabilities in excess of 10-5 (Kimmett and Seitz, 1978). Error control

provisions such as those employed in common channel signaling systems and in

the ARPA network will reduce these probabilities substantially, perhaps to the

range of 10-9 in a benign environment (without deliberate tampering).· CCIT!'

Study Group VII suggests an "illustrative figure" for datagram misdelivery

probability of 10"'6 (CCITT, 1978). As one would expect, these values are

greatly increased by the presence of deliberate tampe..cing. Encryption

techniques are routinely used to foil such attempts.

The cause and effect relationship between Incorrect Access and Bit or

Bl,ock Misdelivery has been discussed earlier. As a gener.al rUle, it can be

estimated that the values for these two parameter types will. seldom· differ·by

more than an order ofrnagnitude in connection-oriented systems. The latter

values may be somewhat lower as a ·result of· user detection of Incorrect Access

events prior to the completion of user information transfer.

4.2.4 Bi.t/Block Loss PrcDability

Bit Loss Probability and Block Loss Probability express the likelihooo

that a system will fail to deliver a unit of information output by a source

user to the intended destination user within the specified maximum transfer

time. The numerator of each probability ratio is the total number of

information units (bits or blocks) lost as a resul t of system performance

failures. '!he denominator is the .total number of information units output by

the source, excluding any not delivered as a result of user nonperformance.

'!he timeout period on both bit and block transfer attempts is three times the

nominal (specified) value of the IBrameter Block Transfer Time. Block Loss is

distinguished from Block Refusal (that is, nondelivery for which the user is
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responsible) by comparison of ancillary parameter values, as described in

section 4.4.

How can a system lose a user's information? There are at least seven

distinct ways. '!he .first is through signal intertyption. In systems that do

not have internal biock storage and retransmission capability', a "fade" or

other attenuation may interrupt the signal representing a transmitted sequence

of bits. '!he result is that these bits are simply lost from the delivered data

stream. '!his is a common phenomenon in asynchronous systems. As an example,

the character loss rate often exceeds the character error rate by more than an

order of magnitude on short, low speed data links using the public switched

telephone network (AT&T, 1971).

The second possible cause of data loss is timingerrots. Whenever two

communicating elements in a digital system are driven by different clocks,

there is the possibiiity that one or more bits will not be sampled by the

receiver while they are being presented by the sender. Unless the "slip" is

later corrected by error detection and retransmission, the unsampled bits will

be lost by the system.

A third possible cause of data loss is ARQprotQCol failyrea. Simple ARQ

protocols control retransmission of blocks containing errors by means of

positive ·acknowledgement (ACK) and negative acknowledgement (NAK,) signals. An

ACK or NAK signal is returned from the receiver to the sender after each block

transmission. A NAK will cause the sender to retransmit the block to the

receiver. Block loss will occur whenever a NAK is changed (due to transmission

errors) to an ACK, since the sender will assume that the block was delivered

when, in fact, it was lost. The probability of such errors can be made

extremely small by appropriate error coding, but not all systems use such

methods.

A fourth possible cause of data loss is hardware or software "crashes" in

system switching computers. A simple illustration of a hardware crash is the

case where the power supplying a semiconductor memory in a message switching

computer is une~pectedly interrupted. The system will then lose all messages

stored in that memory unless backup provisions have been made. Software

crashes are even more serious, since the affected switch may continue to

operate in an unpredictable manner for sometime before the failure is

detected. Sunshine (1975) proves that it is impossible to prevent data loss or

duplication in all cases when one side of a protocol fails with memory loss.
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A p:lssible fifth cause of data loss is a flow control failure known asa

lOCkUp- Kleinrock (1976) describes one of many lockup conditions actually

observed in the ARPANET:

"Reassembly lockup, the most famous of the ARPANET deadlock
conditions, was due to a logical flaw in the original flow control
procedure. It occurred when partially reassembledmessag.es could
not be completely reassembled since the congested network prevented
their remaining packets from reaching the destination; that is,
each of the destination's neighbors had given all of their store
and-forward buffers to additional messages heading for that same
destination (at which no unassigned reassembly buffers were
available). Thus the urgently needed remaining packets could not
pass through the barrier of.. blocked IMPs surrounding the
destination."

While noting that this and several other lockUp conditions have been

eliminated by subsequent changes in flow control procedures, Kleinrock points

out that "indeed, whenever one introduces conditions on the message flow,

there exists the danger that these conditions cannot be met and then the

message flow will cease. Reassembly and sequencing are examples of such

conditions."

A sixth possible cause of data loss is the gelibetate di·scgrding of

J2ackets to eliminate network congestion. This strategy is the rule rather than

the exception in modern :Packet switching networks. CClT!' (1978) suggests an

"illustrative figure" for the probability of such a discard (with notification

to the sender) of 10-3• The suggested value for discard without notification

is 10-5• , Kleinrock et ale (1976) present measured results indicating that, on

the average, one message, in a hundred that enters the ARPANEr does not reach

its destination. '!he stated reason for this undesirable behavior is that many

destination host computers are tardy in accepting messages. Note that the

host computer front end is part of the system from the end user point of view.

Wo.rtendyke et ale (1982) report a measured ARPANET end-to-end Block Loss

Probability (excluding timeouts) of 2 x 10-3• The corresponding value

including timeouts was 6 x 10-3•

A seventh possible cause of data loss is internal misrouting. Data that

are misroutedin a data communication systemrnay or may not be delivered to an

incorrect destination user. But, in either case, the data are lost as far as

the source user/destination user pair are concerneCL

The imp:lct of data loss on users has been discussed earlier, since data

loss and excessive delay have similar effects. The loss of a few early bits

in a block may cause the user.·. to misinterpret the meaning of succeeding bits
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in some applications. The effect on the user may then be the same as if the

system's Bit Error Probability had suddenly jumped to 0.5.

Bit and Block Loss Probability values range between zero and. one. A value

of zero means no loss whatever and a value of one suggests a system that is an

open circuit delivering no information to the destination user. Perceived user

requirements for Bit Loss Probability range from values as high as 10--3 for

redundant message text to values as low as 10-11 in highly critical

applications. In character--a,synchronous systems, the former value corresponds

to about two errors on a printed page of text. Teleprocessing user

requirements are typically intermediate between these extremes, in the range

of 10-5 to 10-8• A Block (character) Loss Probability of 8 x 10-6 is

specified in EPA (1980) •

As in the case of the error probabilities, the key design impact on the

loss probabilities is the choice of error control technique within the system.

Systems that do not provide data storage and retransmission are always

vulnerable to signal inter~uptions and slips. There are special situations,

such asspace-to-earth communications, in which retransmission protocols are

not possible. Character loss probabilities for unbUffered, asynchronous

systems in the public switched network are in the range of 10-3 to 10-5 (AT&T,

1971) •

In most mcx1ern systems with well designed retransmission p'rotocols, the

predominant cause of data loss will be switch crashes and network congestion.

Given Kleinrock's measurements of a 1 to 2 percent dow.n rate fo:r the ARPANET

IMPs, it seems questionable that Bit Loss ProbabilitY requirements like 10-11

are attainable.

4.2.5 EZtra Bit/Block PrdJabUity

Extra Bit Probability and Extra Block Probability ~ress the likelihood

that the information delive,red to a destination user will contain duplicate

bits or blocks, or other extra information not output by the source user. The

numerator of each probability ratio is the total number of extra information

units (bits or blocks) received by a partiCUlar destinatic)n user.· The

denominator is the total nU.rnber of information units received by that user.

Unless Misdelivered Bits are ~licitly identified, they will be counted as

Extra Bits (Seitz and McManamon, 1978).
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How can a system include extra information in a sequence of bits

delivered to a destination user? 'Ihe most frequent cause is the inadvertent

duplication of previously delivered data. Three of the seven phenomena

discussed in the previous section on data loss can also cause data

duplication: timing errors, ARQ protocol failures, and hardware or software

crashes.

Timing errors between sUbsystems cause duplication rather than loss

whenever the clock in the sending subsystem is slower than that in the

receiving subsystem. In such a situation, input data will occasionally be

sampled twice. If the error is not corrected later by error detection and

retransmission, the duplicate data will be delivered to the destination user.

ARQ protocol failures cause duplication in essentially the complement of

the way that they cause data loss: whenever an ACK is changed to a NAK as a

result of transmission errors, the data sender in that part of the system will

unnecessarily retransmit the block. Thus, two copies of the block will then

exist at the receiver. Both copies·· may be delivered to the destination user if

the protocol used does not assign a unique identification to. each packet.. 'Ihe

same events may occur when an ACK is lost in positive acknOWledgement,

retransmi,ssion on timeout (PAR) protocols•.

Prob:ably the dominant cause of data duplication in modern data

communication systems is hardware or software crashes. When a switch crashes,

its memory about the current status of information in transit may well be

lo~t.Most switches are programmed to retransmit dubious blocks in such a

circumstance. Some of these blocks may have previously been delivered.

Some data communication networks deliberately transmit duplicate copies

of user information to improve transfer reliability or speed, and then

eliminate the duplicates by filtering at the receiver. One modern network that

uses this technique is the National Weather Service's Automation ofField

Operations and Services (APOS) network. In the case of APOS, a node on the

ring sends a block in each direction as a means of ensuring transmission even'
!

if the ring should be broken in one direction. At the destination, the

duplicate is destroy-ed. However,. an error in the header information may cause

the receiving node to assume that two unique blocks are inVOlved, thereby

reSUlting in duplicate blocks.

The impact o! data duplication on the user is substantially different

from data loss. Extra information has no impact at all on the source user,

since his entire output is delivered as intended. The impact of extra
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information on the destination user depends on the type of user and on how

clearly the duplicated information is delimited from other, nonduplicate

information. A clearly defined, complete duplicate of a previously delivered

message is normally no more 'than a minor nuisance to a human end 1lser. He will

simply throw it out. At the other extreme, duplication of even a few bits of

numerical data may cause a computer application program to completely

misinterpret an input file, thereby producing a meaningless or misleading

output.

Extra Bit and Extra Bl~::>ck Probability values theoretically range from

between zero and one. However, 0.5 is probably a more realistic upper bound. A

value of 0.5 suggests that every block output by the source user is delivered

to the destination user twice.

Data on user requirements for Extra Bit and Extra Block Pr10bability is

very scarce. Nesenbergs et ale (1980) suggest an Extra Bit Probability value

of from 10-10 to 10-11 for interactive datacornmunication services in the

future' DeS. This value is based on the premise that Extra 6its have

essentially the same effect as Incorrect Bits. EPA (1980) specif~ies an Extra

Character Probability of 8 x 10-6 for the teleprocessing application cited

earli~r, ap:Parently based on the same premise.

The key design impact on, Extra Bi t and Extra Block Probability is the

choice of error control technique. Character asynchronous circuit-switched

systems with no retransmiss:ion or bUffering will provide the lo~est values

(essentially zero), since such systems contain no storage in which duplicate

information could be c~eated. Traditional message-switched systems probably

exhibit the highest values (e.g., as high 10-3) because of their long-term

storage of entire user messages in each switching node. Kimme'tt and S'eitz

(1978) estimate a value of about 10-6 for a star-connected message-switching

network with modern outage recovery features.

4.2.6 User InfOIDBtion Bit Transfer Rate

User Information Bit Transfer Rate describes the flow of user information

through a data communication system. It is the slower of two rates--the rate

at which user information is transferred from a source user to the ~stem, and

the rate at which the same user information is transferred from tbe system to

the destination user.

Stated more formally, User Information Bit Transfer Rate is the total

number of Successful Bit Transfer outcomes in an individual transfer sample
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divided by th.e input/output time for that sample. The Successful Bit Transfer

outcome occurs when a bit is transferred from the source user to the intended

destination user without error within the maximum transfer time for the

associated block. '!be input/output time for a transfer sample is the larger

of the input time or the output time for that sample (Figure 18).

The sample input time begins when input of the sample begins, and ends

when either: (1) all bits in the sample have been input to the system, and

the system authorized to deliver them; or (2) sample input/output timeout

occurs. '!be sample output time begins when the ·first user information ·.bit in

the sample is delivered by the system to the .destination user. It ends·. when

either (1) the last bit of user information in the sample is delivered to the

destination user; or (2) sample input/output timeout occurs.

A sample input/output timeout occurs whenever the duration of an

individual sample input or output period exceeds three times the specified

average input/output time. Transfer samples that time out are .not included in

calculating User Information Bit Transfer Rate.

As implied in thedef.inition of User Information Bit Transfer Rate, the

flow of user information bits into and out of a system maybe quite different.

An?extreme example is a computer application program supplying text to a

remote low-speed printer. Even in communications between terminals, the input

and outp.1t rates may differ due to differences in the terminal speed·· settings

or oth~r characteristics. Data input and/or output may· also be "bursty," with

instantaneous rates far higher than would be sustainable on a continuous

basis.

Using the larger of the sample input time or sample output time in

defining User Information Bit Transfer Rate ensures that specified transfer

rates will be based on the slower interface (the bottleneck).

A brief survey of previously defined flow measures will further clarify

the meaning of the X3.102 rate parameter. ANSI (1974, 1980) defines four

earlier transfer rate parameters: Transfer Rate of Information Bits (TRIB),

Link Transfer Rate of Information Bits (L-TRIB), Network Transfer Rate of

Information Bits (N-TRIB), and User Message Data Rate (UMDR). Key excerpts

from these tarameter definitions are provided here:

Transfer Rate of Information Bits. The TRIB criterion expresses the ratio
of the number of Information Bits accepted by the receiving Terminal
Configuration during a single Information Transfer Phase (Phase 3) to the
duration of that Informatio~Transfer Phase. TRIB is expressed in bits
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w(b3 i>

Time

Case 1" No rate conversion: w(b3i) =w(b30 )

Case 2. Rate increase:
w(b3i) >w(b30 )

Case 3. Rate reduction :
w(b3i) <w(b3~:»

Bls
User Information Bit Transfer Rate R(bls)=

Max [w(b3i) or w(b30 ) ]

Bls = Total Successful Bit Transfer outcomes in the transfer sample.

Figure 18. User information bit transfer rate.
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per second. Information Bits are all bits contaipedinlnformation
Characters except start-stop elements (if used) and· parity .bits.
In.formation Bits are defined to be accepted by the receiving Terminal
COnfiguration if a positive acknowledgement toa transmission block is
received by the sending Terminal Configuration.

Link. Transfer Rateo!. Informati.QD .. Bits. L-TRIB is the number of
information bits transferred and accepted in a data communication link
during a specified time interval divided by that time interval; iOt is
expressed in bits~r second. In a Primary to Secondary, point-to-point
or multipoint configuration, the number of information bits used in
determining L-TRIB is the sum .ofthe informatio.n .bits transmitted and
received by the Primary. In a balanced configuration, it is the sum of
the information bits transmitted and received by either station.
Information bits in frames that are not accepted are excluded.

Network Transfer Rate of. Information aits. N-TRIB is a measure of the
total information flow in a network. It is determined by dividing the
sum of all accepted information bits leaving all exit ports of the
network bya continuous time interval measurement.

UQer MessagePata Bate. OMOR, a message-based measure of performance, is
determined by dividing the number of user-defined data bits in a message
by the MesEfageTransfer Time. A description of Message Transfer· Time has
been provided in Section 4.2.1.

Of these four earlier rate parameters, TRIB is perhaps the most similar

to.,User Information Bit Transfer Rate. TRIB differs from User Information Bit

Tr'ansfer Rate in two ways. First, TRIB defines "Information Bits" and

"Information Transfer Phase"" on the basis of a particular, character-oriented

communication control protocol, ANS X3.28 (ANSI, 1971). Second, TRIB includes

network transit delay (e.g., Block Transfer Time) in its denominator. User

Information Bit Transfer Rate deliberately excludes this delay to provide a

more accurate characterization of store and forward ~stems.

'!he parameter L-TRIB differs from User Information Bit Transfer Rate in

two ways. First, L-TRIB is measured at the frame buffer outputs (i.e., at

Layer 2 in a typical layered reference model) rather than at the end user

interfaces (above Layer 7). Second, L-TRIB is a bidirectional flow measure,

since both transmitted and received bits are counted in the numerator.

Bidirectional values for User Information Bit Transfer Rate maybe obtained by

combining or averaging the values characterizing each direction of flow.

'Ihe parameter N-TRIB differs· from User Information Bit Transfer Rate (as

well as the other ANS X3.79 parameters) in that it measures the total network

throughput for all users rather than a particular user pair or group. Like L

TRIB, N-TRIB is measured at the frame buffer outputs (layer 2) rather than at

the end user interfaces.
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'!he p:irameter UMDR. differs from User Information Bit Transfer Rate in two

respects. First, it is measured at the frame buffer (Layer 2). Second, it

includes Access Time (and any time required to respond to Access Denials) in

the denominator.

User Information Bit Transfer Rate is significant to users because it

strongly affects the effic~iency of user functions. A' low sys,tem input or

output rate wastes user time, and can be a substantial source of frustration

to human users. An excessively high output rate may overload the destination

user.

Values for User Information Bit Transfer Rate range between zero and a

practical upper limit determined by the signaling rate of the service. Low

values imply little usefu,l flow. That is, either (1) the input rate is

negligible, (2) the output' rate is negligible, or (3) the information

delivered is incorrect. Conversely, high values imply high input rates, high

output rates, and good deli'lrered accuracy.

In specifying user requirements for User Information Bit Transfer Rate,

it should be remembered th.at the user is often the primary cause of flow

restrictions in data communication systems. It makes little sense, for

example, to specify a service with a User Information Bit Transfer Rate of

2000 bits :Per second if the input rate is limited by the source user's typing

rate to 35 bits :Per second (the input rate of a reasonably proficient typist).

Similar mismatches can occur, in general, on the output side. The important

point is that advances in resource-sharing technology make it increasingly

feasible and economical for users to s:Pecify transfer rate requirements on the

basis of their actual capab,ility to generate and absorb 'information. '!hese

capabilities are often far lower than the data transfer capabilities of

traditional dedicated and switched services.

The User Information Bit Transfer Rate parameter encourages user

sensitive rate specifications by including user delays (e.g., think time and

typing delays) in the par.ameter's definition. As noted e,arlier, the

equivalent user-inde'pendent values can always be determined using the

ancillary parameters (Section 4.4). In general, user requirements for User

Information Bit Transfer Rate should be derived in the context of a data

stream model like that described in Jackson and Stubbs (1969)~

'IYpical user-to-u~er transfer rate. requirements for interactive

teleprocessing services may be inferred from Table 2 below (Grubb and Cotton,

1975). References 5, 6, an~d 7 in Table 2 are referenced in this report as
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Schwartz et al., (1972), Jackson and Stubbs (1969), and Fuchs and Jackson

(1979), respectively. Note that the term "system" in Table 2 refers to the

teleprocessing computer, includi~g the application program.

Table 2 'IYPical Transfer Rate Requirements for
Interactive Teleprocessing

Signaling
Sp;ed

SJ?eed in Bits per Second

Average
of

.aoi;h

Tymnet (ref. 5)

GE Information Services (ref. 5)

110.0

110.0
300.0

3.5 35.0

49.0
147.0

25.2
10.7
28.0

61.6
14.7
58.1

3.4
1.9
5.6

110.0
110.0
150.0

Jackson, Stubbs and Fuchs of
Bell :Telephone Labs (ref. 6 & 7)

moderately loaded scientific
heavily loaded scientific

,- ;moderately loaded business
-..+1f.'i ~ .....,.~...;;:'>

~ ~ . ':..~' ,:,.'

v!" ~eteffects of user delay on throughput are evident in the above data.

As Gt~b'\and Cotton point out, the strong asymmetry of the operator-to

-- compa-ter and computer-to-operator paths suggest that separate rate

slpe;:ilI<!8t:ions for the two paths maybe appropriate.

.~[" </Transfer rate requirements for operator-to-operator applications are
~,'.-. "~

ridr:m.ally somewhat higher than the operator-to-computer values cited above,

be&itise a more relaxed communication format and less think time are involved.

Values in the range of 10 to 20 bits per second are typical of operator-to

operator transactions when listening time is included. Corresponding

continuous transmission values would be about twice as high.

Circuit switched and dedicated data communication services have

traditionally been sJ?ecified' in terms of the signalling rate at the physical

data terminal equipment/data circuit-terminating equipment (DTE/DCE) interface

rather than in terms of user-to-user throughput. Commonly specified modem

signalling rates are 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, and 9600 bits per second. These

rates assume continuous input and output, include overhead bits not delivered

to the end user, and make no provision for retransmissions. User Information

Bit Transfer Rates observed at the end user interfaces are commonly 20 to 50%

lCMer.

Martin (1976) lists some 20 widely available data communication services

with signaling rates ranging from 45 bits per second (switched, sub-voice
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grade channels) to 500,000 bits per second (dedicated wideban,d channels).

Among the switched services i, the highest signaling rates commonly available

are 56 and 64 kilobits per second. Typically, the dedicated widet)and service~

are used for interconnecting switches, concentrators, and o'ther system

components rather than individual end users.

Since User Information Bit Transfer Rate describes the capaci.ty needed by

the users, its accurate specification assists providers in netw:ork planning

and resource sharing. Packet-switching networks exploit the intermitten~ of

user data input by time-multiplexing the communications of many use+ pairs on

a single trunk. The sharing of transmission capacity improves trunk

utilization and thus provides a more cost-effective service. The measurements

reported in Wortendyke et ale (1982) indic,ate that the ARPANET can support

about a 5 kbps throughput between host /computer application programs via its

50 kbps trunks. Most public packet-s~'ltching networ:ks are designed to support

operator-to-program communicati(Jns and offer s~lQstantially lower User
, ''.,'r, - I

Information Bit Transfer Rates. .,;'~~

" '-\
\: -4.2.7 Transfer Denial Prdlability )

Transfer Denial Probability expresJes the likelih~ of an, unacceptable

degradation in the performa~ceof a data.communication~KVic~ during user

information transfer. This degradation may be in the for:rnof u,nacceptably

poor transmission quality or an una~ceptably low thro',lghput. Complete

disconnection of communicating users reduces l~n~ +-])_':;,:oughpu': to zero and is

thus included as a limiting case.

Stated more formally, Transfer Denial Probability is the ratio of total

Transfer Denials to total transfer samples counted during a performance,

measurement. Transfer Denial is def ined to occur whenever the :Perforrn~ce

observed during a transfer sample is worse than the threshold of ac:ceptability

for anyone of four supported user inform~tion transfer parameters: Bit Error

Probability, Bit Loss Probability, Extra Bit Probability, and User .Information

Bit Transfer Rate.

A transfer sample is a randomly selected observation of user information

transfer performance between a specified source and destination user. It

begins at the start of input of a selected user information block at the

source us~r interface, and continues until a specified number of consecutive

user information bit transfer outcomes has been determined.
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'!he size of the transfer sample must be large enough tQ provide estimates

of reasonable precision for the four sUPIX>rted parameters, without being so

large that brief degradations are masked. To accomplish these conflicting

goals, ANS X3.102defines the size of a transfer sample indirectly, by

stipulating that it must be sufficient to provide threshold estimates for the

four supported parameters each having at least a relative precision of 50% at

a 95% confidence level. In most cases, a transfer sample of a few thousand

bits (distributed in several blocks) will suffice. Lang--term parameter values

are normally determined with. much higher precision using a larger sample size.

The subject of parameter estimation is discussed in Crow and Miles (1977),

Crow (1978), and Crow (1979).

'!he Transfer Denial threshold for User Information Bit Transfer Rate is

defined as one-third of the SpE"Cified'\fJser Information Bit Transfer Rate. '!he

Transfer Denial threshol.d for each.\c~.f the three bit transfer failure

probabi!'lties i~ d.efin~~5s".the fourth root of the parame.ter's specified

value.6 Transf~r 'sctm.pl(!s~f~~ discarded 1.f the source user intentionally

disengages befo1~ ~;'>"ete samPlers input to the system, or if delivery

of the sample :t9it~.~.,a~stinationuser is not completed as a result of
; ~ .... JI:'$.... ."

nonperformance gn'~!trt,~f.ei~er user: . .
Transfer ~.Jialif·Probab~ll.ty l.s~los~J.Y related to. the wldely used concept

of reliability.1lit~J.~'p,~,~is 5lefined ty the Advisory Group on Reliability of
"'..'., . '44; :;Ot~··i·· :~~~,

Electronic Equi~;:~~, 1957?: as follows:
'1......1:,-:. .. :;.,'i~;~f~ .. ';"';\"> ,.

"Reliability is the probability of performing without failure a
specified function under given conditions for a specified period of
time."

Transfer Denial Probability is essentially a "specialized complement" of

reliability as just defined. It is the probability that a specified function

(the transfer of user information) will nQt be performed successfully (with

all supported parameter values better than their thresholds) under given

conditions (particular source and destination user interfaces and events) for

a specified period of time (the sample transfer interval). It expresses the

likelihood that a ~stem will be unable to provide satisfacto~ performance in

transferring a given number of user information bits.

6As an example, the Transger Deni¥ threshold corresponding to a specified Bit
Error Probability of 10- is 10- •
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Possible values for Transfer Denial Probability range between zero and

one. A value of zero indicates that every transfer sample has an acceptable

level of ~rformance, and implies that the transfer ~rformance experienced by

the user will probably be c()ntinuously acceptable as well. A ~lalue of one

indicates that no transfer sample has an acceptable level of ~rflormance, and

implies that the ~rformance experienced by the user will 'also be continuously

unacceptable.

'!here is relatively little data on user requirements for Transfer Denial

Probability. Based on inference from specified values for availability, it

appears that user requirements for Transfer Denial Probability m~y range from

10-2 to about 10-5• EPA (1980) specifies a "Probability of OUtage" no greater

than 5 x 10-5 for a typical ,remote access data processing application. The

corresponding value for Transfer Denial Probability would be somewhat higher

due to the fact that less stringent failure thresholds are used. in its

definition.

Very low values for Transfer Denial Probability can impose severe

requirements on the system design. At the extreme, it may be necessary to

provide 'duplicate communication lines to the user, duplexed. node computers,

and other very costly system design features to achieve unUSUally low values

for Tran·sfer Denial Probability. The IMP/TIP outage data reported in

Kleinrock (1976) suggests that the local switches may be the "weak link" in

many networks.

4.3 Disengagement Parameters

Most people have experienced the frustration of attempting to disengage

from a system after receiving the requested service, only to find t1)at the

system delays disengagement excessively or "won't let go.n '!his occasionally

occurs in the public switched telephone network where a user is unable 'co

immediately place a new call because he is still "connected" to the previous

called party. It can also occur in data communication systems--for ~ample,

when the system loses a close request 'packet. In such cases, Successful

Disengagement cannot occur until a second disengagement attempt· is made.

User concerns wi th disengagement performance tend to fall in two

categories: (1) how long disengagement will take (speed); and (2) the

likelihood of disengagement failure as a result of error or nonperformance on

the part of the system (acc~racy, reliability). The. standard provides two
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disengagement··p?rameters. that express these user concerns: Disengagement·· Time

and Disengagement Denial Probability. 'lhese are .shown in Figure 19.

4.3.1 Disengagement Time

Disengagement Time is the average time a user must wait, after requesting

disengagement from a data communication session, for the system to

successfully accomplish the disengagement function. As noted in Section 3.2.2,

a separate disengagement function is defined for each user· participating in a

data communication session. For each user, computation of Disengagement Time

begins on issuance of a "disengagement request" signal and ends· either (1)
J

when the user receives the "disengagement conf irmation" signal, in systems

that provide such a signal; or (2) when the user is next able to initiate a

new access attempt, in systems that do not. Depending on system

characteristics, the disengagement request for an end user may be issued by

that end user or by another p1.rticipant in the session. Disengagement Times

are normally measured separately for each user, but may be specified with a

single (worse-case) value when variations between users are not considered

significant.

Examples of specific disengagement request and disengagement confirmation

sig:nals ·.have been cited earlier (Section 3.2.2). Identifying these signals in

particular systems is normally straightforward, but two particular cases are

of note. 'lhe first is the case of two-point connection-oriented sessions. In

such sessions, disengaging one user nece.ssarily implies disengaging the other,

since a connection with one end has no meaning. Both disengagement functions

therefore start with a single disengagement reques~

The second case of note is that of preemption. In some systems (e.g.,

AU'IOVON), .ongoing communications may be terminated by the system in order to

free resources needed to support higher priority users. Although such events

could be treated as system-initiated disengagements, it is more consistent

with the service concept (and the perc.eption of the interrupted users) to

treat them as Transfer Denials. This is particularly true in cases where the

system does not notify low priority users of impending disconnection. As in

the case of access requests, disengagement requests may be explicit or

implicit. An example of an implicit disengagement request would be the case

where the system initiates disengagement after a fixed number of blocks have

been transferred.
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DISENGAGEMENT FAILURE

SUCCESSFUL DISENGAGEMENT (ds)

DISENGAGEMENT
DENIAL

PROBABILITY
P(d t }

DISENGAGEMENT DENIAL
(d,)

DISENGAGEMENT TIME
W{ds)

DISENGAGEMENT PARAMETERS DEFINITIONS

Os

1. DisengagementTime = W(dS) =..L L w(d
S

)
Os dS=1

2. Disengagement Denial
Probability = P(dJ} = OliO'

0'

t(d)

= Total number of disengagement attempts counted during
a disengagement parameter measurement: 0s+O,.

= Total number of Successful Disengagement outcomes
counted during a disengage!:1ent parameter measurement.

~ Tot~1 number of Disengagement Denials counted during
a disengagementparameter measurement.

=Time a particular disengagement attempt starts,

t(ds) =Time Successful DisengagemE~nt is attained on a particular
disengagement attempt.

w(ds} = Value of disengagement time measured on a
particUlar successful disengagemlent attempt: t(ds)-t(d)

Figure 19. Disengagement parameters.
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Disengagement Time appears to have no counterpart in previously defined

datacommunlcation performance parameters. The ANSI (197 4) parameter Total

Overhead Time includes Disengagement Time as a component, but the contribution

of the latter to the former will normally be small. There are some obvious

similarities between Disengagement Time. and Access Time, and ,in fact the

disengagement and access functions are implemented by an identical "four~way

handsha.ke" in many packet switched systems (e.g. , the ARPANET). The two

functions do differ, of course, in· the definition of their ending events.

User concern with Disengagement Time is .based on the fact that Successful

Disengagement is often a prerequisite to other' user activities. The most

obvious such activity is communication with another remote user. However,

local communications may be affected as well. An example of the latter

situation is an operator who uses a data terminal to communicate with both

distant and local computer application programs. If his terminal remains

logically connected to a distant program for a substantial period of time

after he reque'sts disengagement, he will be delayed in using the local

program. Such delays are not at all unusual in some distr ibuted computing

systems, including the ARPANEn' (Payne, 1978).

Disengagement Time values range between zero and the "three times

nom'inal" upper bound described earlier. A value of zero implies that all

users involved in a session are free to initiate new sessions using the

allocated facilities immediately upon issuance of a disengagement request.

Large values for Disengagement Time suggest a system that not only wastes the

user's time, but its own resources as well.

Appropriate user requirements for Disengagement Time depend on the

particular application. Values less than a second may be appropriate in

applications where a user continuously initiates sessions, as in "round robin"

polling systems. Disengagement Time adds directly to the total round robin

cycle time in such &ystems. '!be result is a general increase in system delays

and corresponding data aging.

At the opposite performance extreme are applications where service usage

periods are preceded by along idle period. An example would bea retail

inventory control system where accumulated receipts are transmitted to a

central computer for processing once per day. In such cases, a Disengagement

Time of many seconds .or even minutes might be acceptable (as long as charging

stops with the disengagement request).
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User requirements for time sharing applications are typically

intermediate between these extremes. An example is a Disengagement Time of 10

seconds specified in EPA (l980). It is usually appropriate an,d technically

realistic to specify a Disengagement Time short enough to ensure that

disengagement will not delay the next access attempt.

Data on Disengagement times for existing systems is sparse. One can infer

minimum values of about 1 to 2 seconds for modern circuit-switched systems,

since shorter depressions of a telephone hookswitch are often used to signal

an operator or activate special functions. Linfield and Nesenbergs (1978) cite

a typical "disconnection time" of 2 seconds in electronic swit1ching systems.

Payne (1978) reports measured values for operator Disengagemen.t Time in the

ARPANET in the range of~ 5.0 to 5.6 seconds. The latter values apply

specifically to the Telnet protocol, and include 3.3 seconds of operator

typing time for the cr.osE request. Wortendyke et ale (1982) demQnstrate that

Disengagement Times in packet switched networks may be substantially different

for th~ user initiating disengagement (10-15 ms) and the other user

(2.5 seconds). This finding justifies the ANS X3.102 decision to permit

separate specifications for each user "where significant performance

differences are expected.n

The design features that·most strongly influence Disengagement Time are

the type of resource sharing used and the degree of automation. Disengagement

Time may be zero in simple datagram protocols. Services provided by dedicated

lines typically offer very short Diseng.agement Times, because there are no

shared system facilities which must be freed for use by other subscribers.

'!he purpose of disengagement in such systems is simply to return the' users to

an established idle state after service usage.

Connectionless services such as electronic mail typically have somewhat

longer Disengagement Times because there are local buffers in the system that'

must be freed for other us:ers. Circuit-switched and virtual circuit systems

typically have the longest Disengagement Times because there are shared

resources (e.g., trunks) to· be freed at both ends of the system. Kimmett and

Seitz (1978) calculate Disengagement Time values of 0.5, 1.5, and 2.25 seconds

for typical nonswitched, nlessage-switched, and circuit-switched services,

respectively.
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4.3.2 Disengageoent·Denial PrOOability

Disengagement Denial Probability expresses the likeliho<Xl that a system

will fail to detach a user from a session within a specified maximum time

after issuance of a Disengagement Request. It is defined as the ratio of total

disengagement attempts that result in Disengagement Denial to total

disengagement attempts in a performance sample, excluding disengagement

attempts that end in User Disengagement Blocking.

The Successful Disengagement outcome is indicated in one of two ways:

(1) by the completion of a "disengagement confirmation" signal within the

specified ·maximum disengagement time (in systems that provide such a signal);

or (2) by the fact that the user is able to initiate a new access attempt

within the specified maximum disengagement time (in systems that do not

provide such a signal). The duration of the disengagement timeout period is

three times the specified Disengagement Time. Disengagement Denial is

distinguished from User Disengagement Blocking by com}?arison of the ancillary

parameter values as discus.sed in Section 4.4.

Disengagement Denial Probability is significant to data communication

users for two reasons. First, it provides information about the statistical

nature of tl1.e Disengagement Time distribution. Like Access Time, Disengagement

Time is the average of a truncated distribution. The probability that an

individual disengagement attempt will exceed three times the specified value

will be relatively high if the spread (variance) of the Disengagement Time

distribution is large, and low if the spread is small. In other words, if the

statistical distribution of Disengagement Times is relatively wide, with many

long and mailY short times, the Disengagement Denial Probability will be higher

than if the distribution is sharply }?eaked about the average. Disengagement

Denial Probability values will be very low in systems with nearly constant

Dis.engagement Times, since only a system malfunction (e.g., a software crash

in a node computer) will cause disengagement timeou~

Disengagement Denial Probability is also significant to data

communication users as a measure of system reliability. When a system

completely fails to respond to disengagement requests, the effect on the user

is often similar to that of a system outage (e.g., Access Outage or continuous

Transfer Denials)--the service is unavailable until the problem is corrected.

Possible Disengagement Denial Probability values range between zero and

one. A value of zero implies that the system never fails to disengage a user
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within the maximum timeout ~riod. A value of one implies a system that never

lets the user go within the maximum timeout period.

Appropriate user requirements for Disengagement Denial Probability depend

on the service usage pattern. Low values are appropriate in polling and

similar applications, where many separate data communication sessions are

established in quick succession. Quite high values can be tolerated in

applications where usage is normally preceded by a long idle period.

Reliability requirements and the availability of backup facilities should also

influence user requirement specifications. Nesenbergs et al. (1980) suggest a

Disengagement Denial Probability requirement of 10-3 for interactive packet

switching network users. A value of 10-5 is specified in EPA (1980).

Disengagement Denial Probability values are influenced by two general

system design characteristics:

1. The relative complexity of the disengagement protocol employed.

2. The inherent accu.racy and reliability of the facilities that
implement that protocol.

In general, the lowest Disengagement Denial Probability val\Jes are found

in connectionless systems. In such systems, the disengagement of each user is

a simple, local function. Successful Disengagement does not require remote

communication, and the disengagement process is thus not influenced by system

transmission im~rfections. Disengagement Denial Probability may even be zero

in simple datagram protocols.

Disengagement is more ec:>mplex, and therefore more subject to failure, in

virtual-circuit systems. In Isuch systems, disengagement typically involves a

full four-way handshake between session p:irticipa.nts. That is, a close message

must be transferred from source to system, system to destination, destination

to system, and system back to source to complete disengagemen~ Successful

Disengagement of the source thus requires two successful pa.ssages of a close

message through the system. If such a protocol is combined with a flow control

mechanism that discards pa.ckets as a means of controlling system congestion or

excessive delay, Disengagement Denial may be a rather frequent occurrence.

The ARPANET illustrates such a situation. Kleinrock et al. (1976) report

a 10-2 loss probability for pa.ckets entering the network. Logically, one would

expect the loss probability for one or both of two close requests to be about

twice that high--a Disengagement Denial Probability of 2 x 10-2• Payne (1978)

reports a measured value for this pa.rarneter of 3 x 10-2•
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4.4 Ancillary~ ···Parameters

It is important to remember that data communication performance is user

dependent. 'lhatfact is often disregarded in the design and operation of data

communication systems, with the result that many systems are inefficient in

meeting end user needs. This section de.scribes a method of quantifying user

dependence, via the ANS X3.l02 ancillary parameters, to improve system

performance specification and cost effectiveness.

'!be essential facts surrounding the user dependence problem are these:

1. Most data communication systems require user· inputs· at various· points
in a data cammunicationsession.

2. The user actions that generate those inputs inevitably take time.
Often, the system has no alternative but to delay its own activities
until the necessary user actions are accomplished.

3. '!he time required to complete the primary communication functions is
therefore often, dependent on user performance time.

'!he users and the system must normally be regarded as jQinUy responsible for

determining overall data commun~cation performance. The pu.rpose of the

ancilla~ parameters is to describe the relative contributions of the users

and the system to· ooserved communication delays.

In the voice telephone access example, Figure 4, we observed that overall

access performance time in the public switched telephone network depends on

both the system's speed in signaling and switching, and the user's speed in

dialing and answering. User delays can also influence performance for the user

information transfer and disengagement· functions. For example, the User

Information Bit Transfer Rate with an operator at a keyboard terminal is

dependent on the user's think time and typing speed. Similarly, in systems

that use a full four-way handshake for disengagement, the user not originating

diseng.ag,ement must respond *to a close request from the system before the

originating user can be successfully disengaged.

The four ancillary parameters express these user influences on

communication performance in quantitative terms. Each pa.rameter relates to a

corresponding primary "s:Peed" parameter, and· expresses the average proportion

of the ~rformance time associated with that pa.rameter that is attributable to

user delays. Ancillary pa.rameters are defined for Access Time, Block Transfer

Time, and Disengagement Time, and also for the sample input/output time

associated with User Information Bit Transfer Rate.
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There are relatively few precedents for the ancillary parameters in data

communications Ii terature. Most published studies either disregard user

dependence or make assumptions that eliminate or conceal its effect. Three

exceptions are worthy of note:

1. The study of Duffy and Mercer (1978) on network performance and
customer behavior during direct distance dial call attempts on the
public switched ,telephone network. Among other findings, this study
reports that "customer-determined components of the call setup time
make up 71 percent of the total setup [access] time."

2. '!he study of Jackson and Stubbs (1969) on user/computer interactions
in a typical remote-access timesharing system. A signi.ficant
conclusion of this study is that "users themselves contribute
substantially to the communication costs of their real-,time computer
access calls by i:ntroducing delays." Quantitative data from this
study have been presented earlier.

3. '!he work of Kleinrock (1976) and others in applying queueing theory
to computer networks. The concepts of customer "arrivals," inter
arrival times, and service times provide a natural framework for
describing user dependence, although relatively few studies have
actually applied them to that problem. One such application has been
described earlier' in this report (Kleinrock et al., 1976).

'!he ,ancillary performance parameters aresignifica.nt for three reasons.

First, each parameter can. be used as a correction factor, to calculate user

independent values for the associated speed parameters. If W is the specified

performance tim~ for a function (e.g., access) and F is the associated

ancillary parameter value (where F is between zero to one) then the user

independent performance time for that function is:

[1 - F] [W]

The factor [1 - F] is the average system performa~ce time fraction (the

complement of F). Similarly, a user-independent value for User Information Bit

Transfer Rate (R) can ·beestimated as:

Rind =R/[1 - F]

In each case, the user-independent value expresses the performance that would

be provided if all user delays were zero--that is, if all user activities were

performed in zero time.

As an example, assume the Access Time value for the telephc~ne service of

Figure 4 is 25 seconds, and the specified User Fraction of Access Time is 0.6.

Then the user-independent Access Time value (that is, the average system delay

during access) is (1 - 0.6) (25) or 10 seconds. As another example, assume a
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User Information Bit Transfer Rate of 600 bits per second and an associated

User Fraction of Input/Output Time of 0.75. Then the user-independent User

Information Bit Transfer Rate value (that is, the rate that would occur if

there were no user-caused input or output delays) is 600/ (1 - 0.75) or 2400

bits per second.

The ancillary parameters are also significant because they provide a

basis for identifying the entity responsible for timeout failures--for

example, whether the user or the system should be charged with the failure

when an access attempt is not completed within the maximum access time. This

decision is made by calCUlating a J user performance time fraction for the

particular .(unsuccessful) trial in question, and then comparing the calculated

value with the corresponding specified ancillary parameter value. If the user

fraction for the partiCUlar trial exceeds the specified value, the failure is

attributed to the user; otherwise, the failure is attributed to the ~stern.

As an example of this process, assume again a service with a specified

Access Time of 25 seconds and an associated user fraction of 0.6. The

corresponding maximum Access Time would be 75 seconds (three times the

specified value). Now, assume a :PElrticular access attempt times out, and it is

determined that 50 seconds out of the 75-second total ·access performance

period are attributable to user delays. The user fraction for the p:irticular

trial is then 50/75 or 0.67. Since 0.67 (the value for the particular trial)

is larger than the specified fraction (0.6), the failure would be attributed

to User Blocking and would be excluded in calculating values for the access

performance parameters.

The ancillary performance parameters are also useful in assessing the

efficiency and utilization of a service. '!he ancillary parameter values give

communication managers and providers important information about the relative

economy of a service for a particular user. High values indicate that overall

performance is dominated by user delays. In such cases, a potential for more

economical service through resource sharing may exist. Concentration is a

familiar way of exploi ting this potential. Low ancillary parameter values

indicate that overall performance is dominated by system delays, suggesting

that little resource sharing potential exists.

Communication users view the ancillary parameters from two perspectives,

depending on the prirnary function in question. '!he key issue in the case of

access and disengagement is ease of use. Low ancillary parameter values

indicate a service that can be used with relatively little user investment in
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time and effort (e.g., an "off-hook" service). High values indicate a service

that demands more user resources (e.g., a service with lengthy, elaborate

circuit establishment procedures). The emphasis given "equal exc:hange access"

in the AT&T divestiture rlJling (Greene, 1982) indicates that this is a

significant performance issue.

Users view the two ancillary p;lrarneters associated with user information

transfer somewhat differently. Ease of use is still desirable, but its

importance is much less significant than what might be called "reserve

cap;lcity"-the ability of the system to keep up with the user during momentary

bursts of high-s:Peed input. The more bursty the input, the more important such

reserve capacity is. An all too familiar example of insufficient reserve

capacity is a system that falls behind in echoing typed characters above a

certain typing s:Peed. High ancillary p;lrameter values indicate that there is a

substantial reserve capacity in the system, and conversely. A similar

relationship holds in the case of user-controlled output.

Since ease of use is the key factor in the case of access and

disengagement, ancillary paxameter values for these functions should normally

be specified on the basis of the value of the user's time. Low specified

values (e.g., less than 0.1) are appropriate in applications where the user's

time is extremely valuable. High values (e.g., greater than 0.9) may be

tolerated in applications where the user has available time th,at cannot be

used in other productive wa:;trs. An example of a user in the former category is

a computer program controlling a critical real-time process. Users of a

recreational game network like that proposed by Lucky (1979) might fall in the

latter category.

Figure 20 illustrates the influence of the user input pattern (variation

in input rate) on the User" Fraction of Input/Output Time. If the user input

p;lttern is uniform or nearly so, there is little need for r.eserve capacity and

a relatively low ancillary parameter value is appropriate. However, if the

user input pattern is very bursty, a substantial reserve capacity must 'be

provided if the system is to keep up with the user during input t~ursts, and a

higher ancillary parameter value is appropriate.

As a numerical example, assume a typist generates user information

characters intermittently, with average and mj..nirnurn intercharac'ter times of

500 and 100 milliseconds. These times correspond to typing speeds of 20 and

100 words :Per minute. Assume that systemprop;lgation and stora~ge times are
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negligible. '!he average character in:put rate and maximum character in:put rate

differ by a factor of fiv1e (2 vs. 10 characters per second). A reserve

capacity of 8 characters per second is needed to accommodate bu.rsts of user

input, so a relatively high User Fraction of Input/Output Time should be

specified.

It may seem strange that a high user fraction is "bad" in the case of

access and "good" in the case of transfer. '!he explanation is that in the case

of access, the user is tryillg to obtain a service and a larger \Jser fraction

means that" more user time must be devoted to that effort. In the case of

transfer, the user has obtained the service and a higher user fraction

indicates a faster, more responsive service.

The single design feature that most strongly influences ancillary

parameter values is the user/~stem interface protocol. '!he lowest ancil1a~

parameter values are observed in services where the system controls the

transfer of information acrotss both user/system interfaces. In such services,

few or even no user actions may be required to complete a function. Relatively

high values are observed in services where the users control or participate in

controlling transfer across both interfaces. Each required user action adds to

the total user delay.

In the case of access and disengagement, the ancilla~para.metervalues

are largely determined by the type of switching used. Connectionless services

typically provide low ancill,ary p:irameter values. The functions of access and

disengagement ·are simple or even null in such services, and few user/~stem

interactions are involved. The opposite is true of connecti.on-oriented

services. ·Dedicated services (e.g., leased lines) provide relatively low

valu~s because the key user choices (e.g., the address of the desired

de'stination) are hardwired. User Fraction of Access Time values of 0, 0.4, and

0.19 are calculated for particular message-switched, circuit-switched, and

dedicated services, respectively, in Kimmett and Seitz (1978).

The impact of system design on the ancillary user information transfer

parameter values is best communicated by examples. Consider first. the case of

simplex communication between "two terminal operators via a circ'uit-switched

telephone (or telex) connection. One operator enters the information on-line

at a CRT, while the other simply reads the reSUlting output. In this

situation, the User Fraction of Input/Output Time will normally be quite high

(perhaps in excess of 0.9), because the user controls input and his input rate

is much lower than the ~stern's input capacity. '!he high ancillary parameter
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value indicates substantial reservecapacity .. andalso suggests. a potential for

efficiency improvement through buffering .. or resource sharing.

Such improvement might be provided··by a computer mail· service. Assume

the user's message is generated manually as described earlier, but off-line.

Communication service then begins only when the user completes a message (and

any associated editing) and requests transmission. The user Fraction of

Input/Output Time will be low or even zero in such· a service, because the

system controls both input and output. In this case, the l<?w ancillary

parameter value indicates little reservecapaci ty and little potential for

communication efficiency improvement. Similar relationships hold between the

control of user information Qutput and the User Fraction of Block Transfer

Time.

'lhese .examples illustrate a strong dependency between· ancillary parameter

values and user/~stem interface protocols. To ensure cost effectiveness, the

selection of ancillary parameter values should be considered carefully in

developing:Performance requirements.

4.5 SUnIDary

Table 3 summarizes the 21 user-oriented :Performance parameters defined in

Arne:rican National Standard X3.102. The parameters express performance

relative to three primary communication functions: access, user . information

transfer, and disengagement. These functions correspond to connection

establishment, data transfer, and disconnection in connection-oriented

services, but are also applicable to connectionless services (e.g., electronic

mail). They subdivide an overall data communication session in accordance

with the user's perception of service, and provide a specific focus for

:Performance description. .

In defining the standard parameters, each function was considered ·with

respect to three possible results, or outcomes, an individual performance

trial might encounter: successful performance, incorrect :Performance, and

non:Performance. 'lhese possible outcomes correspond closely with the three

major performance concerns (or "performance criteria") most frequently

expres.sed by data communications users: s:Peed,accuracy,and reliability.

One or more "primary" parameters were defined to express performance

relative to each function/criterion pair. As an example, four primary

parameters were defined for the access function: one s:Peed parameter (Access

Time), one accuracy parameter (Incorrect Access Probability), and two
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Table 3. Matrix Representation of the ANS X3.l02 Parameters

FUNCTION

ACCESS

SPEED

ACCESS TIME

PERFORMANCE CRITERION

ACCURACY

INCORRECT ACCESS
PROBABILITY

BIT ERROR PROBABILITY

BIT MISDELIVERY PROBABILITY

RELIABILITY
ACCESS DENIAL

PROBABiliTY
ACCESS OUTAGE

PRO.BABILITY

BIT LOSS
PROBABILITY

PERFORMANC"E
TIME

ALLOCATION

\0
W

USER
INFORMATION

TRANSFER

BLOCK TRANSFER I EXTRA BIT PROBABILITY

TIME I BLOCK ERROR PROBABILITY

BLOCK MISDELIVERY PROBABILITY

EXTRA BLOCK PROBABILITY

BLOCK lOSS
PROBABILITY

USER INFORMATION
BIT TRANSFER

RATE

DISENGAGEMENT I DISENGAGEMENT
TIME

TRANSFER DENIAL PROBABILITY

DISENGAGEMENT DENIAL PROBABILITY

~USER FRACTION~,/,'

OF INPUT IOUTPUT;:,
TIME

//////////////////~,j/'.:.":,',/,,

USER FRACTION OF,
;: DISENGAGEMENT;<
/',/'//,/',/ /",///,/" TIME /,/ ./ // .. ',/.' , / . /

~~..;;,./.~<.. " .-
,. ,/_/,.//

/'

Legend:o Primary Parameters
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reliability·parameters (Access Denial Probability and Access Outage

Probability). Failu.res attributable to user non;performance (e.g., called user

does not answer) were excluded in defining each primary parameter.

'!he ANS X3.102 ;parameters also include four "ancillary" parameters. Each

ancillary parameter relates to a primary "speed" parame.ter, and expresses the

average proportion of the ;performance time associated with that parameter that

is attributable to user delays. As an example, the primary parameter Access

Time normally includes delays attributable to the users (e.g., dialing time,

answer time) as well as delays attributable to the system (e.g., switching

time). The ancillary parameter User Fraction of Access Time expresses the

average proportion of total Access Time that is attributable to the user

delays.
The ancillary p:trametershave two imtx>rtant uses. First, they provide a

method of factoring out user influence on the primary speed parameters, to

produce user independent values characterizing the unilateral performance of

the system. Th~s is necessary in comparing performance values determined

under different usage conditions. Second, the ancillary parameters provide a

basis for determining the entity (user or system) responsible for

nonperformance failur-es (e.g., access timeouts). This decision is made by

calclilating a user ;performance time fraction for the particular (unsuccessful)

trial in question, and then comparing the calculated value with a

corresponding (specified) ancillary parameter value.

The ANS X3.l02 parameter definitions differ from those presented in

earlier standards and specifications in two respects. First, the ANS X3.102

parameters aredefineo on the basis of general, system-independent

reference .. eventa (e.g., access request) rather than on the basis of particular

system-specific interface signals (e.g., issuance of an "off-hook" signal or a

Call Request packet). System-specific interface signals are mapped into

corresponding r·eference events on the basis of the user interface involved,

the type of information transferred (e.g., user information or overhead) and

the nature of the activity the transfer initiates. Defining the parameters on

the basis of general reference events makes· the parameters system-inde;pendent,

and enables them to be used in comparing performance between systems that

employ different user interface protocols (e.g., X.25 and X.2l).

A second distinguishing characteristic of the ANS X3.l02 parameter

definitions is their expression in mathematical form. The parameter

definitions are based, in each case, on the concept of an observed ;performance
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"sample"--i.e., a large number of successive-performance trials distributed in

appropriate outcome "bins." Individual parameters are defined as random

variables on an associated probability sample space. The 'mathematical

approach eliminates the ambiguity often associated with purely narrative

parameter definitions, and also provides a standard procedure fc)r calculating

the performance parameter vlalues.

It is anticipated that ANS X3.l02 will be useful to communication users,

communication providers, and communication managers in three distinct

applications:

1. User Requirements SpecificAtion. In this application, the standard
is used. to specify' the communication performance requirements of a
partiCUlar user. The standard enables the analyst to assess the
impact of communication performance on user processes without
presupposing any particUlar system design, and provi4des a system
independent, functional framework for evolving user requirements.

2. Service PerfQrmance CharacterizatiQn. In this application, the
standard is used to characterize the end-to-end performance of a
partiCUlar communication system or service. The standard provides
suppliers with a single, uniform method of representing performance
to potential users.

3. Service.Selectioo. In this application, the standard is used to
compare various alternative means of meeting a partiCUlar user
requirement. The standard provides the communication manager with a
practical method for evaluating service utility.

Functional specification of data communication services has been

difficult in the past because of the lack of user-oriented, system-independent

performance descriptors. American National Standard X3.102 provides such

descriptors--in essence, a common language for relating the performance needs

of end users with the 'capabilities of supplier ~stems. Its use should enable

more precise definition of user requirements, facilitate provid~r competition,

and lead to more cost effective data communication ~stern designs.
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